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"With Malice toward None, wkh Charity for
Volume

Just News

Home Service

Jervia Wildman, only son of

A remittance of nearly $2,000 was
received last week from the Treasury
Department, U. S. . A., by Albert

Mr. and Mrs. J. E, Wildman, developed a serious case of Appendicitis Sunday and was operated
on Monday by Dr. Divers, at the
Plumlee Hospital. It is a very
serinus case. His parents and an
expert nurse are with him constantly fighting for his life.
"Will Gilstrap is running the store
"
for them.

Fred Ogden is visiting at
the parental T. M. Ogden home
after a vacation trip to ElPaso
and the Shrine at Santa Fe.
W.1

Kerns and her kid
sister, Maude, arrived, Monday
from Ohio for a months visit.
Miss Marie has been living in
the east for several years.
Miss Marie

GilbertlLeach went to Springer
Tuesday to leave all his teeth at
Doc. Lockes and get some store

Branch, administrator of the estate of
Jacobo Rodriguez, for his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Juan Jose Rodriguez,
as allowance tardily made him for illness and death from tuberculosis contracted in the army.
This, with the $10,000 insurance in
monthly payments, insures these
worthy old people a competence for
their declining years.
It is not amiss at this time to call
attention to the fact that, but for the
management of the case by the Home
Service of the Red Cross at Roy, this
soldier would have left his parents
without any provision for their old
age. He was invalid, had allowed his
insurance to lapse and was keeping
away from the Red Cross and others
who would help him. He was located
an allowance secured for him and his
insurance reinstated for him. He was
cared for at a hospital In Denver during his last illness, the body embalmed at his death and sent home for decent sepulture by his friends, and
his parents provided for in their old
age.

But for the work of the Home Serhe would have died unknown, been buried in the potters
teeth,
field and the honor and compensaRev. H. F. Cook, of E Las Ve- tion so justly his due, would not have
been accorded him,
gas was here Monday looking up thority would not for those in auhave known of his
vice here,

the town as a location and preach case.
ed at the Christian Church TuesThe cost of all the service rendered
day night He is of pleasing ad- to soldiers and civilians by the local
dress and we hope he comes to Red Cross Í3 less than 6 per cent of
the returns in this case alone, and
I
stay.
the allowance, compensation and pen.

sions secured for other deserving
Mrs. J. J. Taylor and son, Haramounts to as much or more
old, drove down in their car from than the total of this instance. The
Pueblo, to harvest their wheat remuneration paid the Secretary for
over two land a half years' of emeron the farm south of town.

Geo. N. Ames hus sold his new
residence in Raton and has come
back to Roy to live. He is too

young to retire yet and we're as
glad of it as he is.
Mr. and Mrs. C"rt Iseman, of
Cestos, Oklahoma, are visiting at
the home of the lady's brother,
Frank Seidel, they may deride to
live here.
The
family drove to French
Sunday morning and visited at the S.
E. Pelphrey home, returning Monduy
morning. Master Weston and Miss
Constance Pelphrey came along and
are spending the week with their
"Auntie Grace''. It is an innovation
to have something about the house
besides a wire fence and chickens.
S--

We hear rumors of a trial held
somewhere recently, in which Judge
K. Angaroo presided over the jury
which found the culprit guilty of a
misdemeanor of which he was not
charged.
It is said to have been a very clever
caricature of the real thing as it is
done, and justice was tempered with
mercy.

For Rent Í00 acres of wheat
land, 20 acres now ready to plow,
balance will be ready by August 1st.
n
See the
office for
contract. GRINER SISTERS.
Spanish-America-

gency War Work, and six months paid
Home Service work, was $000.00
The work is still going on. The
Home Service office is still open on
Mondays of each week at the office
of the
the pdívicé being voluntary and unrequited save by the gratitude of those who have been and are
being helped by it. It is not a job
to grow rich at, but there are compensations beyond mere money that
make it worth while.
Mrs. Clarence Wright and some of
the younger ch'ildren came up from
the ranch in La Cinta Canyon Tuesday and returned to their home in
Dawson.
They find the ranch too
lonesome for them after living in
town most of the year. The boys are
staying here and looking after things
on the ranch. Her eldest daughter,
Mary, recently returned from an eastern college and is employed in the big
store at Dawson. The other children
are fast growing up.
S--

Miss Leda Schnell of Gladstone
brought her younger brother in to the
Plumlee hospital Monday for repairs.
He had his saddle horse fall on him
and his collar bone and some ribs
were broken. He is getting on fine,
but suffering considerably- - from his
injuries. Miss Schnell is remaining
with him for a few days.

Representatives of the Hail Insurance companies are busy this week
adjusting losses and paying them. It
has not been a profitable business for
any of them this year.

E. A. Caldwell and family left last
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Bentley of the week for Tucumcari where they will
Bank of Roy, entertained a number reside in future, and Mr. Pack of
of friends at their home Friday even- Tucumcari is the new baggage smasher at the Roy depot.
ing.
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By FORMER CONGRESSMAN CLYDE H. TAVENNER.
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Every year June 19 Is celebrated by
filipinos as the anniversary of the
birthday of the Filipino martyr, Dr.
ose Rizal, regarded as the greatest
man the Malay race has produced.
Rizal, who spoke seven languages
and was a cultured and much traveled
man (on one occasion he traveled
across the United States), earned the
enmity of Spanish governors in the
Philippines by protesting against the
oppression of the Filipino people. As
a boy he had witnessed scenes that
sent shafts of grief Into his poet
soul, and he early dedicated his Ufe
to the Hberatloa of his "land adored."
At the risk of his Ufe, and at the
sacrifice of his career, friends and

loved ones, he became the spokesman!
tne stinea grievances of the voiceless multitude, and thus became "the
living Indictment of Spain's wretched
colonial system."
Rizal could have saved his Ufe, as
he had been warned by friends not to
return to the Islands. He could not
be dissuaded, but before returning to
Manila left a letter with a friend In
Hongkong to be opened after his
death, In which he wrote ; "Gladly do
I go to expose myself to peril, not as
DR. JOSE RIZAL,
any expiation of misdeed (for In this
Tht Filipino Patriot
matter I believe myself guiltless of
any), but to complete my work and
myself offer the example of which I have always preached. A man ought to
die for. duty and his principles. 1 hold fast to every Idea which I have advanced as to the condition and future of our country, and shall willingly die
tor It I hold duties of conscience above all else. Besides I wish to show"!
those who deny us patriotism that wo know how to die for duty and

lor

prin-:Iples.-

While Rizal was In Europe working for Philippine reforms, the Spanish
to indirectly punish Rizal, carried on a relentless persecution of his parents and relatives in the Philippines, driving them Into exile.
To his parents Rizal left a second letter, saying: "Should fate go against me,
you will understand that I shall die happy in the thought that my death will
end all your troubles. Return to our country and may you be happy in It
Till the last moment of my Ufe I shaU be thinking of you and wishing you all
good fortune and happiness."
Spain had meanwhile determined on having Rizai's life, foolishly thinking
that If his voice was stilled agitation for the reforms he championed would
end. Elzal was arrested on a trumped up charge of treason and condemned
(0 death.
But no sooner had the firing squad completed its work than the
teachings of Rizal almost Instantaneously became the passionate Inspiration
of the whole Filipino race. His unjust execution had simply transferred the
Intenso patriotism of Rizal to the breasts of an entire nation of people. The
Philippine nationalism of today dates from the sunshiny morning of December
BO, 1S!)G, when Rizal was led forth from his prison to willingly
give, as he
himself said, his life for his country's redemption.
While touring in the Philippines recently the conviction was ever presen)
In my mind, and I could not throw it off, thaMhe
ns welK'at
the leadership tr the filipino people in their present desire for Independent
Is the spirit of Jose Rizal. The memory of Rizal and tlm desire for Indt
tendenee jteein to te synonymous In the mind of the average Filipino.
llizul is the Inspiration of nil classes, of old and young, of all the people;
ie Is not dead, for his spirit is everywhere in that beautiful land. His picture adorns the homes of the poorest families; streets, avenues and cities are
named in his honor, while his statue stands In the parks and public squares.
In life Rizal was a beautiful character, kind and considerate of all, gladly
giving his life for his country, and In memory he has become the national idol.
With such a spirit as its national Inspiration the Philippines can not help but
reach heights now not dreamed of.
While awaiting death In his cell during his last night on earth Rizal wrote
a remarkable poem, "My Last Farewell." Ho secreted the manuscript
in 8"
Vcobol cooking lamp, where It was found after his elocution.
Iionoing and tne stocking of Its shelves.
In many cases the tools already exist.
From this central station books will
be loaned to designated outpost stations. The books will be delivered by
trueks, panel post or whatever method
may be adopted in any given county to
the country Stores, tollgates, post offices, schoolhoi'ses and private homes.
When one shipment tins been circulatAmerican Library Association ed and returned another will be sent
out. Also, in communities of any size
Urges Adoption of County
In the county, branch libraries will be
Library System.
maintained.
The American Library Association,
governor-genera-

l,

'

GOOD BOOKS AT

ALL CROSSROADS

IDEA

PROVES

California,

the

SUCCESSFUL

PioneerOther

States Adopting
,

the

Plan.

The American Library Association,
In announcing Its "Books for Everybody" movement, which Is to be nation
wide in its scope, advises and urges the
extension of the county library system
as a solution of the problem of supplying good literature to the rural districts. Its intention is to persist in
advocating the nation-wld- o
adoption
of the idea as successfully applied Id
California, Ohio and Maryland until
every one of the 2,964 counties In the
nation have adopted the system and
regular shipments of'good books are
being made from the central point in
the county to the designated outposts.
California stands out as the highpolnt
In the successful application of the
Idea. Of the 58 counties in the state
42 have adopted and are supporting the
system at a trifling cost This it urges
as a part of its enlarged program which
alms to promote a better citizenship
nnd to combat the social and industrial
unrest through the teaching of American Ideals and traditions to the foreign
born.
The book needs of the sixty million
or more Americans who live outside of
the big cities will bo called to the attention of those In a position to serve
them.
County Libraries Urged. ,
The county library system provides
for establishing one central library at
the county seat or In the largest town
in every county. This does not mean
necessarily the ereplIng.o. a library

with its

4,000

active librarian

Base Ball

Fair at Roy?

URATE REMARKABLE P0EL1
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mem- -

hers and its 40 years of practical functioning, Is In n position to know the
needs of the country and In the fight
for wider knowledge Is a force to be
reckoned with.
The Enlarged Trogram calls for an
expenditure of $2,000,000. There will
be no drive or intensive campnign.
The money will be raised by the libra-rinnlibrary trustees and friends ol
libraries. The movement for better
citizens and a well read population is
on and thp. slogan Is "Books for 3very
body."

Next November the voters of this
state will be asked to vote upon the
question of Issuing $2,000,000 in
thirty year bonds at 4 per cent interest. The proceeds of these bonds
are to be expended in the several
counties of the state according to
their assessed valuation of property.
If roads are to be built that will outlast the period of the redemption,
$30,000 a mile is a moderate estimate
of the cost. On this basis only 130
miles of permanent road can be built
in the whole state, or less than an average of five miles to the county, and,
this takes Federal aid of $2,000,000
into consideration. It should also be
kept in mind that upon the principal
indebtedness of $2,000,000 the state
will pay at least $2,000,000 in interest, thus making the roads cost $C0,-00- 0
pe mile. If the bonds are sold
at 20 $er cent discount the total mileage will not amount to more than
100 miles of permanent roads, less
miles to the
than an average of 3
county, with federal aid funds.

Roy lost to Tucumcari in la3t Sunday's game, 5 to 7, but they feel well
repaid for going at that. The Tucumcari people treated them the finest ever, and while much of the game
was played in a drizzling rain, it was
a good game.
It was necessary to
fill in several places on our team, but
at that, it was a good team and reflected credit on the town.
Frank Schultz has resigned as manager of the Roy ball team and Roy
Day was appointed temporary manager for the game with Tucumcari.
Monday evening the players and
fans met at the
office and reorganized, electing R. Kilmurray,as
captain and Floyd Ivey as assistant.
A finance committee was also chosen
to attend to fiscal matters. The team
is ready to finish the season in form
and will put up a3 good a game as
ever.
S-- A

Another ball game with Dawson is booked by Roy for Sunday
July 25, This Í3 the first game un
der the new management and it
"What shall New Mexico do as to will be a real game. Dawson boys
the proposed bond issue under condi- are ball players and good sports,
tions as they are?" Í3 a question for
the earnest consideration of taxpayboys, of Roy
The Farm-Clu- b
ers throughout the state.
went with their Club leader,Prof
The question is, are we or are we Foster, to Mills Wednesday and
not going to have a FAIR here in trimmed up the Mills Club boys
Roy this year? If we are, its time 10 to 5 in a fast ball game. They
to get busy. Time to get busy NOW. talk of challenging the Roy first
You all know what a fair does for
nine bnt the Solano kids may tak
a town, how it livens a town up,
brings business, adds to the life of that out of them.
the town. How it adds that myster
ious quality called Pep to a town.

Let's get together some time soon
and plan a real Fair.- - Plan to have
crop exhibits, exhibits of stock, household exhibits. Let's have some real
races, some real sports. Let's have a
midway as long as main street and
something doing on that midway
every minute.
We want a real fair in Roy this
year, a fair that people will talk
about, a fair to remember. Let's have
a fair so good that in 1950 the old
timers will say "yes, but you should
have seen the fair we had here in
1920."
,L
y (
;t
Last year was a banner year on the
This year will be a good one
despite the hail losses. Let's advertise it, folks. Let's inform the world
that the Mesa is a mighty good place
to live, that it raises some good crops,
that people make money here.
Mesa.

Advertising pays. Let's have
and advertise the Mesa.

a

fair
Vl

P. E. P.
Stoppers

Wfcen

Ask the Ump

He Knows.

Are Obstinate.

V
Bottle stoppers have nu annoying
CoC.
I.
Tax
Income
Floersheim,
habit of refusing to come out just
whou one wants them to do so, The llector from Albuquerque, was in Roy
following Is n sure wii.v of removing this week
visiting relatives and
By i friends. Ho has been on a vacation
htopper.
the most
means of a feather apply a drop or trip up through Colorado and other
two of salnrl oil Just where the stopmountain states in his new Paige car
per Joins 1he neck of the bottie. Then
and
finished up here.
pur the bottle at a little distmice from
a fire, where it will become slightly
Harry Hughes, the urbane merwanned, but not hot. The oil rapidly
works down In between i lit stopper chant and P. M. at Solano, was in Roy
and the neck, mid by giving the whole Tuesday morning on business and getthing a slight tap the stopper will ting away from his many business and
come out.
farming activities. He is a tractor
farmer as well as merchant and "Nas-byRaiiirs.
The word raisin is generally used
to refer to the dried grape. Raisin
Miss Fanny Blevins is learning the
grapes are usually the product of secrets of the Soda Fountain at the
warm climates und contain from 20 Ideal Bakery and Confectionery. It
to SO per cent of sugar. The prinis quite a change from the homely
cipal and most valuable class of
posiraisin grapes Is the muscatel. The men they have had there in the
been
They
have
of
her.
ahead
tion
ure
commerce
seedless raisins of
largely Sultana grapes. The smallest sent to the back room where the work
is heavier and looks count for less.
ones come from the currant grape.
".
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Saturday Only
July 17
White House Coffee,
'

.

.
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White Corn Meal,
20

70c value,
25 lb.

Sack,

57c. a pound

$1.40

percent Discount, on All Silks and Georgett3
same on all Womens "Maxine" SHOES
i

-

j&k

'

Ail

Mens Fall and Winter Suits Now In
(Watch this space every week.).

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
Took It Right' Off t'ie Cracs Toj;i

"A Profitable Place to Trade"

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Had ber father somehow got Into Uncle Luck comes back. He'll make
em sick for talking about him."
trouble trying to save Sam?
"Oh, I'm saying nothing. But what
His cousin nodded, choking down
Sheriff Bolt means is thai when he her sobs. "Of course. It It'll come
gets his handcuffs on Luck Culllson out all right as soon as he finds out
he'll have the man that can tell him what they're saying.
Saddle two
where that twenty thousand Is."
horses right away, Bob."
"It's a lie."
"Sure. We'll soon find where he Is,
He waved his hand airily, as one I bet you."
who declined responsibility in the mat
The setting sun found their Journey
ter, but his dark, saturnine face less than half done. Kate was torsparkled with malice.
tured with anxiety. Deep within her
"Maybe so. Seems to be some evisomething denied that her father could
dence, but I reckon he can explain
be gone out of a world so good. And
that away when he comes back. The If he were alive, Curly Flandrau
holdup dropped a hat with the initials would find him Curly and Dick beL. C. in the band, since identified as tween them. Luck Culllson had plenty
his. He had lost a lot of money at of good friends who would not stand
poker. Next day he paid It He hud by and see him wronged.
no money in the bank, but maybe he
Any theory of his disappearance
found It glowing on a cactus bush."
that accepted his guilt did not occur
to her mind for an Instant The two
"You liar J" she panted, eyes blaz
had been very close to each other.
ng.
"I'll take that from you, my dear, Luck had been In the habit of saying
because you look so blamed pretty smilingly that she was his major domo,
when you're mad ; but wouldn't take his right bower. Some share of his
It from him from your father, who Is lawless temperament she inherited,
enough to feel sure that this parties
hiding out in the hills somewhere."
Anger uncurbed welled from her in lar kind of wrongdoing was impossible
an Inarticulate cry. He had come for him. He was reckless, sometimes
close to her, and was standing beside passionate, but she did not need to rethe stirrup, one bold hand upon the assure herself that he was scrupulous
rein. Her quirt went swiftly up and ly honest.
This brought her back to the only
down, cut like a thin bar of
t
Iron across his uplifted face.
He other tenable hypothesis foul play.
stumbled back, half blind with the And from this she shrank with a quak
pain. Before he could realize what ing heart For surely if his enemies
had happened the spur on her little wished to harm him they would de
boot touched the side of the pony and stroy him, and this was a conclusion
it was off with a bound. She was gal- against which she fought desperately.
The plaza clock boomed ten strokes
loping wildly down the trail toward
as they rode Into Saguache. Mackenhome.
zie was waiting for them on the steps
He looked after' her, fingers caressof the hotel.'
ing the welt that burned his cheek.
"Have they has anything been?'
"You'll pay for that, Kate Culllson,"
The owner of the FIddleback shook
he said aloud to himself.
his grizzled head. "Not yet Didn't
you meet CurtyT

UNIFORM POTATO GRADES FAVORED

i

,

GSOOKED

TBAIL

STRAIGHT
Milium I2kcLeodJ?aine

COPYRIGHT. DY G.W.DILL.INGHAH COMPANY
"I'M

GLAD YOU'RE

rocks in such a way that it could not
be withdrawn.
Kate pulled the boulder away, and
released the prisoner.
She took the
soft, woolly creature In her arms, and
examined' the wounded limb, all torn
and raw from Its efforts to escape. A
wound, she recoiled, ought to be
washed with cold water and bound.
Returning to her horse, she put the lit
tie animal In front of the saddle and
continued on the trail that led down to

GLAD."

Adventuroui and reck-lesrather than criminal, and excited by liquor, Curly Flandrau and
bla chum, Mac, both practically
mera boya, become Involved In a
g
adventure. Disposing; of the stolen stock In the town
of ftaguache, Arts., the band separates. Mao la killed by a posse and
Curly taken captive, after he has
shot one and himself been wounded.
The man shot Is Luck Culllson, a
former fighting sheriff. Culllson's
friends determine to lynch Curly
as an example to cattle thieves.
With the rope around his neck he
Is saved by the Intervention of Kate
Culllson, Luck's daughter.
Luck
questions the boy concerning a notorious outlaw. Soapy Stone, real
leader of the rustlers. Flandrau
learns that Soapy Stone Is Culllson's bitter enemy and exercises a
baleful influence over the
son Sam, who has quarreled
with his father: Culllson goes ball
for Curly. Curly rescues Soapy
Stone from a bear trap. At the
London ranch he discovers that the
outlaw Is Sam Culllson's rival for
Laura London's hand. Flandrau,
visiting Stone's ranch. Is convinced
a train robbery Is being planned.
Sam leaves the ranch for Saguache.
Curly accompanies him. Eavesdropping, Curly hears Stone and his
lieutenant. Lute Blackwell, arrange
to hold up the train at Tin Cup
crossing and after the robbery shoot
young Culllson and leave his body
on the scene. Curly Is accused by
Stone of being a spy of Luck Culllson's. They are separated, but
part with the understanding that
their next meeting will mean a
fight to the death. Curly confides
In Luck. Stone Is forced to leave
town. The express offloe In Saguache Is robbed of 20,000. Luck
disappears and Is suspected by the
sheriff of the crime.
Synopsis.

s.

horse-atealln-

Sweeney came out from the cabin
and hailed her. He was a squat, weath
man, who had ridden for her
father ever since she could remember,
"What in Mexico you got there?" he
asked In surprise.
She explained the circumstances un
der which she had found the Iamb.
"And what you aiming to do with

itr

"I'm going to tie up its leg and take
it across the river. Some of the C. F.
herders are sure to find It before
night."
"Shot What are you fooling with
Cass
Fendrlck's sheep for?" he

CHAPTER III.

Kate galloped Into the ranch plaza
around which the buildings were set,
slipped from her pony, and ran at once
to the telephone. Bob was on a side

"He rode out to come In with you,
but If he didn't meet you by ten he
was to come back. You took the north
road, I reckon
"Yes."

r
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Potatoes Graded and Packed Ready for Market,
Proper distribution of farm products
requires, first of all, that a common
understanding exist us the basis of negotiations between producers and purchasers. The bureau of markets,
United States department of agriculture, Is endeavoring to bring this about
by the recommendation of grades for
fruits and vegetables. No. 2 potatoes
should be No. 2 potatoes throughout
the United States and not as at present No. 2 potatoes In one section of
the country and No. 1 somewhere else.
Higher Grade Demanded.

During the war period the United
States food administration required
licensed dealers to use government potato grades. The results were so satisfactory that when the regulation was
canceled the use of grades to a large
extent was continued voluntarily. In
fact, since that time a higher grade
has been demanded to provide for
produce of highest quality.
Therefore the bureau of markets
now recommends United States grade
fancy In addition to grades No. 1 and

ture, bright, smooth, well shaped, free
from dirt or other foreign matter, frost
Injury, sunburn, second growth, growth
cracks, cuts, scab, soft rot, dry rot
and damage caused by diseases, Insects
r mechanical or other means. The
nge in size shall be stated in terms
of minimum and maximum diameter or
weight following the grade name, but
In no case shall the diameter be less
than two Inches. "
In order to allow for variations Incident to commercial grading and handling 5 per cent by weight of any lot
may vary from the range In size stated,
and, In addition, 3 per cent by weight
of any such lot may be below the remaining requirements of this grade,
of such
but not more than
3 per cent; that Is to Ray, not more
than 1 per cent by weight of the entire lot may have the flesh Injured by
soft rot.
Particulars In Circular.
Complete particulars regarding United States potato grades are contained
in Department Circular 90, which will
be mailed free upon request to tbe bureau of markets
one-thir- d

He put an arm around her shoal
ders and drew her into the hotel with
porch mending a bridle.
cheerful talk.
"Have you heard anything from
"Come along, Bob. We're going to
dadr she cried through the open tuck away a good supper first off.
door.
While you're eating, I'll tell you all No. 2.
"Nope," he answered, hammering
there Is to be told."
Grade fancy consists of sound podown a rivet.
Kate opened her lips to say that she tatoes of one variety which are ma
up
hotel
Kate called
the
where
was not hungry and could not possibly
was staying at Saguache, but eat a bite, but she thought better of
could not get him. She asked In turn It Bob had tasted nothing since noon.
for Mackenzie, for Yesler, for Alec and of course he must be fed.
Flandrau.
Curly came into the room, and the
While she waited for an answer, the girl rose to meet him. He took her
girl moved nervously about the room. little hand In his tanned muscular one,
She could not sit down or settle her- and somehow from bis grip she gath'
1
A
atft-self at anything. For some Instinct ered strength.
told her that Fendrlck's taunt was not
if
"I'm so glad you've come," she said
a He cut out of whole cloth.
simply.
The bell rang. Instantly she was at
"I'm glad you're glad," he smiled
the telephone. Mackenzie was at the cheerfully.
other end of the line.
He knew she had been crying, that
"Oh, Uncle Mac." She had called she was suffering cruelly, but he of
him uncle ever since she could remera- - fered her courage rather than maudlin
Hope seemed to flow
sympathy.
through her veins at the meeting of
the eyes. Whatever a man could do
for her would be done by Curly.
They talked the situation over to
gether.
"As It looks to me, we've got to find
An Increasing Number of Growers Are
Running Potatoes Through a Grader
out two things first, what has beDoing This and So It It More Impo rtant Than Ever That Uniform Grades
come of your father and, second, who
for the Entire Country Be Follow ed.
did steal that money. I don't see It
yet but there's some link between the
two things. I mean between the robbery and his disappearance."
VEGETABLES STORED
MAKING FINE RECORD
"Hew do you mean?" Kate asked.
"We'll say the robbers were his eneFOR USE IN WINTER
FOR IMPROVED SIRES
mies some of the Soapy Stone outfit
maybe. They have got him out of the
way to satisfy their grudge and to
make people think he did It Unfortu- Virginia Leads Country in Effort Good Time to Begin Plans for
nately there Is evidence that makes It
Saving Garden Truck.
to Discard Scrubs.
look as if he might have done it
testiporroboratlng
call
what they

"It Isn't a sheep, but a lamb. And
I'm not going to see It suffer, no matter who owns It I'll Just ride across
and leave it outside the fence," she
said.
"Lemme go. I know the river bet
ter."

e,

"No."

"Ain't She the Gamest Little

grumbled.

r

seírl

red-ho-

the river.

Sweeney did not wait for her assent,
bnt swung to the saddle. She handed
him the lamb, and he forded the
stream.
Sweeney saw some one disappear
Into a wash as he reached the fence,
The rider held up the Iamb, Jabbered
a sentence of broncho Spanish at the
spot where the man had been, put
CHAPTER II. Continued.
down his bleating burden, and can9
To Bolt bis disappearance was as tered back to his own side of the river,
An hour later, Kate, on the return
good as a confession of guilt. He
topped the rise where she had
trip,
room
hotel.
Luck's
at
searched
the
Among other things, he found an old found the lamb. Pulling up her pony,
envelope with IntereoJng data pen- to rest the horse from Its climb, she
gazed back across the river to the roll
ciled on It
Before nightfall the word was whis- Ing ridges among which lay the C. F.
pered all over Saguache that Luck ranch. Oddly enough, she had never
Culllson, pioneer cattleman and for- seen Cnss Fendrlck. He had come to
mer sheriff, was suspected of the W. Papago county a few years before, and
had bought the place from an earlier
Sc S. express robbery and had fled to
settler. In the disagreement that had
men
save himself from arrest. At first
marveled that one so well known and fallen between the two men, she was
wholly on the side of her father. Someso popular, one who had been so promtimes she had wondered what manner
In
be
could
suspected
of
affairs,
inent
uch a crime, but as they listened to of man this Cass Fendrlck might be;
the evidence and saw It fall like disagreeable, of course, but after preblocks of a building Into place, the cisely what fashion?
"Your property, I believe, Miss Culconviction grew that he was the
llson." .
masked bandit wanted by the sheriff.
She turned at sound of the suave,
Red headed Bob Culllson finished amused drawl, and looked upon a dark,
making the diamond hitch and proudly slim young man of picturesque apcalled bis cousin Kate to Inspect the pearance. He was bowing to her with
an obvious Intention of overdoing It
pa.khorse.
Her Instinct told the girl who he
"You never saw the hitch thrown
better, sis," he bragged, boylike. was. She did not need to ask herself
"Uncle Luck says I do it well as he any longer what Cass Fendrlck looked
like.
can."
He was holding out to her the blood"It's fine, Bob," his cousin agreed,
with the proper enthusiasm In her stained kerchief that had been tied to
dark eyes. "You'll have to teach me the lamb's leg.
"I didn't care to have It returned,"
how to do It one of these days."
She was In a khaki riding skirt, and she told him with cold civility.
"Now, If you'd only left a note to
she pulled herself to the saddle of her
From this position she say so. It would have saved me quite a
own horse.
considerable climb," he suggested.
gave him final Instructions before leavIn spite of herself a flicker of
ing.
It had been on Wednesday morning amusement lit her eyes. She had n
that Luck Culllson disappeared from sense of humor. "I did not think of
the face of the earth. Before twenty-fou- r that, and since you have troubled to
hours the gossip was being whisreturn It to me, I can only suy thank
pered In the most distant canons of you."
Papngo county.
The riders of the
She held out her hand for the kerCircle C knew it, but none of them chief, but he did not move. "I don't
had yet told either Bob or Kate.
know but what I'll keep it after all,
Now It was Friday morning and for a souvenir."
Kate was beginning to wonder why
She ignored his sardonic mockery.
her father did not call her up. Could "I don't let live creatures suffer when
It be that Soapy Stone was pulling off I can help it. Are you going to give
his train robbery at Tin Cup and her me my handkerchief?"
father so busy that he could not take
"Haven't made up my mind yet.
time to ride to a telephone station) Perhaps I'll have It washed and bring
She did not like to leave the ranch just It home to you."
now, even for a few hours, but other
She decided he was trying to flirt
business called her away. Sweeney with her, and turned the head of her
was holding down the fort at the Del horse to start
Oro against Fendrlck's sheepherders,
"Now your father has pulled his
and his weekly supply of provisions freight I expect It will be safe to call,"
had to be taken to him. Since she he added.
wanted to see with her own eyes how
The bridle rein tightened. "What
things were getting along at the canon, nonsense are you saying about my fashe was taking the supplies In person. ther
She rode from sunlight into shadow
"No news, Miss Culllson; Just what
and from shadow to sunlight again, everybody is saying, that he has gone
winding along the hill trail that took to cover on account of the holdup."
her toward the Del Oro. After hours
A chill fear drenched her heart "Do
of travel she came to the saddle from you mean the holdup of the Limited at
which one looked down to the gap In Tin Cup?"
the canon walls that had been the com"No I don't"
He looked at her
mon watering place of all men's cat-tisharply. "Mean to ay yon haven't
but now was homesteaded by her heard of the holdup of the W. 4 S.
father. She could see the hut, the Express company at Saguache?"
fence Une running parallel to the
"No. When was Itr
stream on the other side, some grazing
"Tuesday night
The man got"
away with twenty thousand dollars."
cattle, Sweeney's horse In the corral
The piteous bleating of a lamb float-a- d
"And what has my father to do with
to her. Kate dismounted and made that?" she demanded haughtily.
A satisfied
ber way toward the sound. A pathetic
spleen purred In his
little huddle of frightened life tried to voice. "My dear young lady, that is
struggle tree at her approach. The what everyone is asking."
slim leg ef the lamb had become
"What do you mean? Say It" There
at the Intersection of several was fear as well as anger la ber voice.
,

i
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y

mony."

He Stumbled

--

Back Half Blind With
Pain.

ber. "What Is it they are saying
about dad? Tell me It isn't true," she
begged.
"A pack of lees, lassie." His Scotch
Idiom and accent had succumbed to
thirty years on the plains, but when
he became excited It rose triumphant
through the acquired speech of the

Southwest
'Then is he there
mean?"
"No-o-.

In- -

Saguache,

I

He's not in town."
"Where is he?"
"Hoots He'll Just have gone some
where on business."
He did not bluff well. Through the
hearty assurance she pierced to the
note of trouble In his voice.
"You're hiding something from me,
Uncle Mac. I won't have It You tell
me the truth the whole truth."
In three sentences he sketched It for
her, and when he had finished he
knew by the sound of her voice that
she was greatly frightened.
"Something has happened to him.
I'm coming to town. I'll bring Bob.
Save us two rooms at the hotel."
She turned to her cousin, who was
standing
at her elbow.
"What Is It Kate? Has anything
happened to Uncle Luckf
She swallowed a lump In her throat
"Dad's gone, Bob. Nobody knows
where. They say the liars that he
robbed tho W. A S. Express company."
Suddenly her face went down Into
her forearm on the table and sobs began to rack her body. The boy, stag
gered at this preposterous charge,
could only lay his hand on ber shoulder and beg her not to cry.
'It'll be all right, Kate. Walt till
1

big-eye- d

Many Farmers of Pulaski County File
"What does Sheriff Bolt think?"
Curly waved the sheriff aside. "It
Declaration They Will Follow
don't matter what he thinks, Miss
Methods to Further Live
Kate. He says he thinks Luck ,was
Stock Improvement
Maybe
holdup.
that's
up
In
the
mixed
what he thinks, but we don't want to
With over 10,000 head of domestic
forget that Cass Fendrlck made him
in addition to poultry enrolled
animals
to
him
fought
your
father
sheriff and
In the "Better Sires Better Stock"
a
leads all other
"I'd like to talk with Bolt," the movement, Virginia
states in the nation-wid- e
effort to rid
young woman announced.
"All right," Mackenzie assented. the country of scrub and other Inferior sires. The stock mentioned is
"Tomorrow mo'nlng "
owned by 670 farmers, of whom 354
Mac."
Uncle
tonight,
"No,
county, Virginia. All
The cattleman looked at her in sur- are in Pulaski
prise. Her voice rang with decision. of these live stock owners have filed
Her slight figure seemed compact with with the United States department of
energy and resolution. Was this the agriculture declarations that they will
only use pure-bre- d
sires, but will
girl who had been In helpless tears not not
leading
follow
to
methods
further live
before?
ten minutes
"I'll see If he's at his office. Maybe stock Improvement.
The bureau of animal Industry,
he'll come up," Curly said.
which Is handling the enrollment rec
ords, received from Virginia recently
72 pledges In one day. Of this number
"Cass Fendrick is the
18 contained statements that purebred
man you want."
sires, including rams, boars and roosters, 'would be purchased. Cases of
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
this kind show that the movement Is
not only educational, but Is gradually
Forestalled the President.
resulting In the replacement of In
Peggy Is feeling Important these ferior males with purebreds.
days, having been chosen secretary of
her little church club. She was laboring over the minutes of her first meet- THIN ALL. PLANTS IN GARDEN
ing when I suggested that she should
always begin: "The meeting was call- Tall, Spindly, Unhealthy Conditions
ed to order with the president In the
Result Where Practice Is Not
chair." "But she wasn't" protested
Followed.
Peggy, Indignantly. "I was. I got there
first and got the big chair and the
Nearly all home gardeners plant
rest had only kindergarten seats."
more seed than necessary, In order to
get a full stand of plants. As soon
City Lighting Modern.
aa these are large enough to handle
Lighting up a whole city at night easily, all excess plants should be
Is quite a modern Invention, although polled out leaving enough space be
Illumination was used In some of the tween the plants remaining for the
ancient cities. Paris and London dis- vegetables to develop properly.
If
pute the priority In the matter of mod- this practice Is not followed, not only
ern street lighting. London claims to do the crowded conditions cause tall,
have lighted its streets with lanterns spindly, Unhealthy growth, but the exas early as 1414, but this contention cess plants act as weeds, using
09 the
li disputed. During the sixteenth cen- plant food and moisture that should be
tury lanterns for street lighting wen
available for the crop.
provided at the antd? oast in Parla.

Money Will Be Saved and Variety
Added to Menus by Preparing
Room In Basement or Outdoor
Cellar or Pit
One of these nights not far distant
there will be a frost. That means,
does it not, that huge basket of pumpkins, squash, beets, onions, tomatoes,
apples and other vegetables and fruit
grown In your garden and orchard,
must be brought in and saved for winter use?
Before that time the question of
storage must be settled. If you have
never had them to store before or did
not have success In the methods used
last year, or want to know more
about the subject for general Information, send for a copy of "Home Storing of Vegetables," Farmers' Bulletin
879, United States department of ag-

riculture.
Different types of Inexpensive and
reliable storage places, the room In
the basement of the dwelling, the outdoor storage cellar or cave, the bank
or pit are described In detail. The
saving In money and the additional
variety In your winter menus will
more than pay you for spending time
In preparation for good, careful stor-- ,
age.
CLOVER
Vlgoroue

1

SEED IS PROFITABLE
Second

Crop May Be

Ob-

tained If Cut Early and Given
Light Dressing.
Clover, If cut early when Just coming Into blossom and given a light

dressing of land plaster or of any
fine compost will, If the stalks are
strong, make a vigorous second growth
and ripen a paying crop of seed. Every farmer might raise his own clover
seed by this method. The seed comes
from the second crop and not from
the first crop.
Plaster Is the best and most eco
nomlcal mineral fertilizer to use.
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End," the resilience, near Dayton, 0., of Gov. James M. Cox, Democratic nominee for president.
Belgium.
3 Charles Francis
Z Delegates to the Conference of Boulogne which Is being continued at Spa,
Adams IT, amateur skipper and wheelsman of the Resolute, defender against Shamrock IV, In races for America's cup.
1

Trail's

members of the national, state and
Cook county executive committees of
the party, secretaries of local
branches, members of the organization and propaganda committee, organizers and agitators.
The trial Is being conducted before
Judge Oscar Hcbel of the superior
Third Party Movement Comes court and presents an array of legal
talent such as never assembled before
to Grief in Bolts and
In a case Involving radicals and their
actions, unless the famous McNamara
Splits.
trial at Los Angeles be excepted. Leading counsel for the defense is Clarence Darrow, who ocrupled the same
PREVENTS FUSION position In the McNamara case, and
PLATFORM
his principal assistants are William
S. Forrest a famous criminal defense
lawyer, and William A. Cunnea, promLa Follette Declined to Lead the Radiinent Socialist attorney and former
Labor and Single Tax-er- a
cal Host
candidate of that party for state's atNominate Important Sedi-tlo- n
torney of Cook county. Associated
Trial In Chicago
Prosecutor Hoyne are the full
with
Will Not Aid Suffrage
legal strength of his office and emiGermans Yield at Spa.
nent counsel from the outside, Including Attorney Frank Coraerford as speBy E. F. CLIPSON.
The latter in the
cial prosecutor.
The movement to amalgamate vari- past has been Identified with some of
ous organizations of Socialists, farmthe biggest labor cases on the defense
ers, laborers, intellectuals, radicals, side, this being his first essay at the
single taxers. Idealists and others sail- role of prosecutor In an Important
ing under different party designations,
trial of any nature. He Is regarded
Into a third party steered by the Comas an authority on mass and social
In convention at problems, and returned a few months
mittee of Forty-eigChicago, failed. At one time prospects ago from a study In Europe of bolshe-vlsand Its effects.
of fusion appeared rather favorable;
marched In a body
The 'state scored In the preliminary
when the
to the convention of the Labor party sessions of the trial In securing the
being held simultaneously, and amid admission as evidence of acts and
a great love feast and every appear- speeches of the defendants of a period
ance of fraternity united the two con- - prior to the passage of the state sedi, ventlons. Soon the Single Taxers, the tion law of a year ago. The prosecuNonpartisan league, the" American tion is endeavoring to show that the
Tarty of Texas (former Governor Fer- defendants have declared themselves
guson), the American Constitutional to be in full accord with the Moscow
party (Hearst) and the World War manifesto adopted In Moscow, Russia, by the third international congress
Veterans, an Independent organization
men. were In the fusion. in March, 1019 ; that the Congress was
of
composed of revolutionary socialists
A platform carrying the principles,
alms, demands and desires of nil of from Europe, Asia and America! that
thera would have contributed material- It was held for the purpose of formly to the paper shortage. It could not ing a manifesto or program which
be framed, much less printed, and be- would outline the means by which
came an Insurmountable obstacle. constitutional governments might be
Cleavage was along pink and red overthrown and dictatorships of the
lines. Labor which was red at least proletariat established, and all nations
be governed from Moscow. Also that
had the best working organization and pushed through the the Communist party Is affiliated with
adoption of Its planks, leaving little the International body and Is an Inchance for thp pink or parlor radicals tegral part of the Russian organization ; and that the defendants state in
led by Amos Plnchot. George L. Record and J. A. II. Hopkins. First the their platform that they are for the
Single Taxers, who wanted only one overthrow of the government of the
plank and could not get that bolted. United States. The state further contends that they advocate mass action,
Then Senator La Follette of WisconIn other words, proceedings from the
sin, who was expected to be the
of the movement, found the plat- shops and factories to capture and
form too radical and refused to run annihilate the apparatus of governon It Then the fusion dissolved In ment and that they tell the workers
bolts and fadeaways. Covernor Fer- that the Constitution cannot be
amendable In their behalf, and thereguson went back to Texas, representatives of the Nonpartisan league an- fore must be destroyed.
The defense has not, at this writing,
nounced they would have nothing to
do with the new third party, the more been outlined. Volumes of testimony
were swallowed
are expected. It Is the first case under
radical of the s
by the Labor party, the remainder the Illinois sedition law and If won
will present that law as a model for
withdrew, while the American Constiother states as well as for congrestutional party was lost In the shuffle.
The Labor party and the Single sional enactments. On account of the
Taxers serenely proceeded to carry prominence of the defendants and the
out Independent programs and each effect the decision will have on radical
nominated a presidential ticket. The movements In general, It looms as one
of the most Important trials of recent
only victory was achieved by the Labor party which captured Parley P. years.
Chrlstensen, an attorney of Salt Lake
Gov. Tercival W. Clement of VerCity, Utah, one of the original
and made him Its candidate. Max S. mont has at last clarified his position
Hayes, labor leader of Cleveland, 0., in regard to the woman suffrage
was nominated for vice president. amendment by refusing to call a special session of the legislature to conPennsylvania, failing to land its favorite sons, Governor Sproul and At- sider or ratify the act; in spite of reports that he had been urged to do
torney General Palmer, as the standso by Senator Harding, Republican
ard bearers, respectively, of the Republican and Democratic parties, has presidential candidate. Inferentially,
the governor takes a rap at the Suachieved Its ambition to have a presiSingle
preme
court of the United States and
the
Tax
candidate,
for
dential
party nominated Robert C. Macauley also charges that there Is too much
of Philadelphia, with R. C. Barnura of lobbying In connection with constitutional amendments and other ImporCleve'nnd, 0., as a running mate.
tant legislation. As a reason for reAfter eight weeks of effort and the fusing to call a special session, the
governor states that the present legisthousand
of several
examination
lature was elected before the question
veniremen, a jury was finally secured
of ratifying the suffrage amendment
and the trial begun in Chicago of Wilhad arisen and the people of the state
liam Bross Lloyd and 19 other offhave had no opportunity to express
icials and members of the Communist
Labor party, charged with conspiracy themselves on the Issue. He proposes
Prose-cutlo- n
that the matter be taken up by the
to overthrow the government.
next legislature and that candidates
Is by the state of Illinois and
follows the action of a special grand for election be required to declare
Jury which last January indicted the themselves on woman suffrage. He
defendants, after a series of spectacu- alludes to the recent decision on prolar raids on, their headquarters and hibition by saying that the Constitution "as It is interpreted by the Sumeeting places by State's Attorney
preme court today threatens the founHoyne. Lloyd Is a millionaire resident of Wlnnetka, III., who long has dation of free popular government"
Governor
Clement declares: "The
been Identified with radical movements
sixteenth amendment to the ConstituIn the capacity of leader and financial
assistant. Indicted 'with him were tion (on federal Income tax) had been
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lobbied through congress and the state
legislatures by federal agents, and the
eighteenth (prohibition) had been
forced through by powerful and irresponsible
organizations ' operating
through paid agents' and It Is now
proposed to force through the nineteenth amendment for woman suffrage, In the same manner and also
without the sanction of the freemen."
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That Baby 6hould have a bed of its own all are agreed. Yet it
is more reasonable for an infant to 6leep with grown-up- s
than to tne
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism vt
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Kelther would
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Hake a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. Ho Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the ose of medicines primarily
prepared for

grown-up-s.
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GENUINE
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Blazing Skin Diseases?
cleanse the blood thoroughly
kill the germs that cause the
trouble. And for this purpose no
remedy ever made can approach
the record of S. S. S. which
cleanses the blood of the disease
germs, at the same time building:

Must I Endure Forever the will
and
Torturous Itching?

The skin is fed from the blood,
and upon the condition of the
whether or not
blood depends
your skin will be healthy and free
from boils, pimples, scaly irrita- up the general health.
tions, red eruptions and other disFor valuable literature write to
figuring: nd unsightly disorders.
The sensible treatment that will Chief Medical Adviser, 100 Swift
how real results is a remedy that Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.

SHIFTING STATUE OF LIBERTY
of
Explanation
Simple
Oldtimer's
Matter That Had Greatly Puzzled
the Rookie Gob.
The destroyer Sharkey, which arrived in New York harbor some days
ago, dropped anchor near the Statue
of Liberty on the starboard side, but
during the night the tide shifted It
about to the port side.
This transformation was most perplexing to a rookie gob, who finally
confided his problem to a C. P. O.
"Well, you see, It's like this," the
"New York
oldtimer informed him.
and Brooklyn both claim the statue,
so to stop the argument the government lets New York have It one day
and then moves It over to the Brooklyn side the next." American Legion
Weekly.
Avoiding Personalities.
You and your wife had quite a discussion about the League of Nations
the other evening," remarked the observant neighbor.
"Yes," replied Mr. Meekton. "Henrietta and I have decided that It Is
better to argue about our foreign relations instead of our kin folks."

Boil It Thoroughly
fifteen minutes or more
after boiling begins
Long boiling brings out
the full, rich flavor of

Postum Cereal
And while you enjoy your cup
of this attractive table drink,
remember that it contains
no caffeine or other,harmful
substance.

"There's a Reason
Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
B&ttle

NEW YORK CITY.

Where is Relief From

direct action for the purpose of comA man always says appearances are
pelling the government to call a truce,
No Wonder.
deceitful when they are against him.
InIreland
and
troops
from
withdraw
"That lawyer came to a lame constitute an Irish parliament. A resolu"Naturally, when he had
Nobody minds the bad cooking when clusion."
tion to the effect Introduced In the
such a halting argument."
Is done over a fire In the woods.
It
Miners' federation Is said to have been
adopted on a card vote by 2.760.000
against 1.626,000 and to be backed by
the railway men.

They
bluffed
and then
crawled.
showed sores and misery without
evoking any pronounced
svmpathy
from the other delegates. They pleaded poverty. They pleaded the Inability of the government to combat Internal opposition to the demands; yet
up to this writing, they have yielded
on all points.
One provision of the
treatv which the Germans have never
fulfilled and seemed determined to
evade, was that calling for the delivery of coal to the allies. The amount
called for Is about 2.000.000 tons a
month. According to the German delegates, the country could not furnish
this amount They would suffer their
territory to be occupied or even a renewal of the war In lieu of compliance.
For nearly 24 hours there
was a deadlock while the allied military chiefs were being summoned and
preparations made for marching Into
Germany.
This action seemed to have the desired effect and there was every evidence that the Germans would try to
supply the coal, with the allies lending them generous assistance In the
matter of more and better food for the
miners and an arrangement of prices
to conform with International markets

BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S

a

Whether there will be a coal shortCopy of Wrapper.
age next winter seems to depend upon
the car supply and transportation
situation. A national association of
bituminous operators recently assemHE WANTED
IN
IT RUBBED
bled at Washington, gave out a statement that they were ready to load all Congressman Evidently
Was Not Saticars offered but that the supply of
Knowing Himself to
With
sfied
cars at the mines had been only 85 to
Bs a Fool,
40 per cent of the number needed. Accordingly, In spite of the pleas of
A wealthy
western congressman,
building, road .material and other Inmuch against his
Argonaut
the
jays
terests, the Interstate commerce com- will,
erected a magnificent mansion In
mission continued In effect until Au- Washington to please his wife and
gust 20 the order confining the use
jaughter. The congressman was of
of open top cars to coal, with a modi- plain tastes
and had no liking for the
fication excepting flat cars with sides
social activities of the national capcars
In
height,
less than 36 inches
ital. One day an old friend visited
equipped with racks or cars which on
aim. Wearing a face of the deepest
June 19 had been retired from coal gloom, the owner of the stately home
assigned
to other
transportation and
escorted his caller throughout the
service. The modified order also gives place. The
visitor was admiring and
preference to shipments of coal to enthusiastic, but the host said little
public utilities.
or nothing. When the Inspection was
Contrary to all expectations, Orange- finished and the two had returned to
the library on the first floor, the vismen's day (July 12) passed off quietly In Ireland with parades, speech-makin- itor said:
"Well, Jim, you certainly can't say
and a celebration of some
kind in every hamlet, village and that you haven't everything that you
town in Ulster. The most Important want."
"Yes, I can," replied the millionaire
utterance, defying the Sinn Fein, warn-Inthe government and presaging fu- soberly; "I want a parrot"
"Why a parrot?"
ture trouble, was made by Sir Edward
"I should like to hang him over the
was
leader.
It
Unionist
Carson, Ulster
practically a peace or fight declara- front door, so that every time I enter
this place he can yell out There
tion and served notice on the govern!'
ment that If It did not accept the help comes that old fool again "Youth's
Companion.
Ulster offered, the Ulster volunteers
would reorganize and take matters
The Rent Hog.
Into their own hands. A significant
"Tliis is Mr. Diogenes, I believe?"
declaration was that the Sinn Fein
the
"must execute those guilty of mur- with a rising Inflection, said phiapproached the
who
stranger
had
them."
with
will
treat
we
der before
Although not disorderly, It was a dis- losopher's residential tub.
"Yes," responded the sage. "And no
appointment to those "who hoped that
a conciliatory note might be struck In doubt you are the honest man for
hunting, and, bethe celebration. The most Important whom I have been
you, you
overlooked
I
have
cause
thing that has recently occurred in
known?"
Irish affairs and which is said to have have come to make yourself "On
reply.
was
the
the
all,"
at
"Not
up
government
and take
made the
sit
owner of this tub,
notice as never before, Is the threat contrary, I am the
your rent 50 per
of British trades unions, especially and am here to raise
cent."
men,
to
railway
take
the miners and

Germany's efforts to evade or secure mitigation of the terms of the
peace treaty through the Spa conference have been characterized by the
same tactics employed while the
treaty was being prepared. Prior to
the signing at Versailles came emphatic announcements that Germany
could not or would not do certain
things. Vet when the treaty whs
ready, the Germans signed. So It has
been at Spa. The German delegates

EVERY

CASTOR I A ALWAYS
I Bears the Signature of

48-er-

48-er-

THAT IS AR0URD

Creek, Michigan

Knowledge Dearly Bought.
"Did you get anything in return for
your campaign contribution?"
"Yes," answered Mr. Dustln Stax.
"I got some information. I thought a
taxlcab was the most expensive vehicle on earth until I tried a band
wagon."
In the Kitchen.
The Knife I don't like the Sharp
ener; he Is such a grind.
The Spoon Look out He Is edging
tip to you now. '

Kill All

Flies!

"SLSa"

HAIRY PI. Y KILLER at tráete at
PimmA anvwaar
kill! ail fliee. Neat, elf n, ornamental, convenient and
enoap-

buuttiiea

ion. Made of metal.

ean't iptll r tip overt

' will not aoli or tnioT
urtblnr. Gaarantoed.
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Acid Stomach
Makes the Body Sour
Nine Out of Ten People
Suffer From It
It lends iti harmful acids and (aaei all
ever the body, Instead of health and
strength. Day and night thia eeaaeleu damage goes on. No matter how itrong, iU
victim cannot long withstand the healtlv
destroying effects of an acid stomach.
Good news for millions of sufferers.
Chemists have found a sure remedy one
that takes the acid np and carries it out
of the body; of course, when the canse it
removed, the sufferer gets well.
Bloating, indigestion, sour, acid, gassy
stomach miseries all removed.
This if
proven by over half a million ailing folks
who have taken EATONIC with wonderful benefits. It can be obtained from any
druggist, who will cheerfully refund iti
trifling cost if not entirely satisfactory,
Everyone should enjoy its benefit. Frequently the first tablet gives relief.
an Avecwo.

Graham

Chso

Speed Track

High grade lines oí low depreciation.
LIKGER-GOF- F

MOTORS & SUPPLY

DENVER

CO.

'

Eaistsrn Staca Rspair Fzctery
YELLOW FRONT
D.irrw.CJo.
tall roar (ho, to , Work dlivred
aaywhw in the TJ. 8. t Draw prlcca,

1S33 Clump. 5L

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

20.

H

THE

THE
Spanish-America-

man-mad-

n

RG1HTKU

A UGÜ8T

Í7i IBIS

IRVIN OGDEN. SR.
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
Sofetcriptio

Entered as

Tear

$2.09

second-clas-

Concealed In Earth's Bosom.
The earth conceals umny wonderful
objects, both nutural nd
that are being discovered from time to
time. Remains of prehistoric animals
and plants, skeletons and mummies,
coins and Jewelry, statues, old records,
aboriginal implements and toys, even
whole buried cities have been found
from time to time. Mammoths have
been unearthed whole in frozen Siberia. Their bones or those of their
the relatives, the mastodons, have been
dug out In Alaska, in New York state
not far from the Uudson river, and In
New England.

matter at

s

poatoffice in Roy, New Mexico

What's the big idea of 13 the republican papers and Associated Press
service throwing fits of cemmend-ator- y
slush and singing paens of
praise to, over and about Cox and his
family almost to the forgetting of
Harding, their own candidate?
We are admitting you slipped him
in on us, or your masters did and we
have him on our hands, but, why rub
it in in this heartless fashion?
It certainly isn't that you think
You
you are getting by with-it- !
would not insult our intelligence by
thinking we believe all your platitudes
after allowing ourselves to be debauched by you! If you do, you aTe
only fooling yourselves.
We admit you seem to have set civilization back a hundred years, you
have made a long stride toward perpetuating war as a world-curs- e
for
the enrichment and aggrandizement
of the few 'and the murder of millions of common people that an aristocracy of military and munitions
grafters may remain in power in the
world but
Why insult our intelligence with
this attempted show of
news service, following so closely on
the heels of the bitterest partisan recrimination, misrepresentation
and
lies about the Party and its leaders
who have made the biggest advance in
the history of nations ever recorded,
within the past eight years, and had
a program cf future advancement in
prospect v;hich would have made the
world what the Great Ideal has been
for centuries.
You have accomplished the end you
desired you have stopped the advance of civilization by tearing up the
rails ahead of it and leaving no alter- notive but to stop or go into the ditch
with all we have done thus far.
We don't know how far you see
ahead but, if we were a Bolshevist
nd desired the extreme of radicalism
in formless government by systemless
violence, we would welcome your vic
tory as a stepping stone to revolution,
Go on with your vapid platitudes,
King the praises of both your candidates for president, but don't be dis
appointed if the people refuse to follow you and don't expect that this
Government of, for and by the people
will perish even if their Representatives in Congress, and Courts and in
the public press are corrupted for a
time. We are not yet ready to start
back to a repetition of the Dark Ages,
4

non-partis-

financial gain, but, in the ultimate
there would be no pickin's for the
practical mind, had not the ideal set
standards above it. The practical
shakes fruit from the tree of know!
edge but the ideal had to plant and
cultivate and improve the tree first.
A
game of base ball at
Springer Sunday ended in a score of
d to
in favor of Springer.
The
game was tied on the 6th. We ret
straight that it was the best game
ever played.
The Springer Stockman lias pur
chased a new press and equipment
and is going to get deeper into the
game than in the past. It announces
that it will no longer be a foot-ba- ll
for any political party and will say
and do as it pleases in the future, the
monetary consideration being always
considered.
Longfellow In Westminster Abbey.
Amone the memorial tablets or staples In Westminster abbey stands a
bust of Longfellow, the only American
wbn has hien an h nored.
Famous Small Bells.
The scarce of the dinner table "call
belli" h not always traceable. Some
come from old churches, where they
have erred as altar bells, especially
those that have Latin quotations on
the medallions oo the sides of their
gongs. Those that represent famous personages are after the
fashion of the period In which their
deeds made them familiar figures In
the public eye. Some are patterned
titer the bells tn certain fitmous
chime! tike the copies of bells from
the famous Miller collection Id
cup-shap-

I

FEW CHOICE
HOLSTEIN COWS TO SELL AT
PRIVATE SALE.
HALL- ROY, N,M,
HAVE

Classified
Ads

ever-chill-

The Ford Coupe, with electric self starting
and lighting system, has a big, broad seat deeply
upholstered. Sliding plate glass windows so that
the breeze can sweep right through the open
car. Or in case of a storm, the Coupe becomes a
Has
closed car, snug,
f.
and
all the Ford economies in operation and maintenance. A car that lasts and serves satisfactorily as long as it lasts. Demountable rims
with
tires all around. For the doctor
and travelling salesman it is the ideal car.'.

No one cun give any reason why a
The
horseshoe Is considered lucky.
Education In China.
original belief was that it kept out
LIttiacy among the people of South
A novel wart cure Is the China Is greater than among those, of
witches.
placing of a number of pebbles In the north. Claim Is advanced In Cana bag, corresponding with the num- ton that nearly all the children of
ber of warts. The warts are sup- Cantonese parentage, except those of
posed to disappear when the bag
the large boat population, can read;
thrown away, and the person who whereas In the north It Is unusual to
finds the bag is expected to find th
find a family the children of which
warts as well.
are all placed In school.

rain-pro-

1

3j-in-

FOR SALE: 4 good work Hor
A Mogul Tractor, 30 h. p., drawbar ses, a geod Maltese Jack, good
and 60 h. p. belt in good condition. heavy Wagon, Terms reasonable
Also a 32x52 new Racine Separator.
Also 30 head of Cattle, 12 cows
I will sell right if taken soon.
balance calves and yearlings.
J. H. ROPE,
T. A. SMITH, Roy. N. M.
Optimo, N. M.

Ájrp

u

ix

InherHihii--

Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.

dust-proo-

of

in
l:ii;

mtítTn

Phone

irnrt of onf

!u Jr-

Beck Motor Co.

285 acres, 9 miles northeast of
Roy. Stock and farm machinery for
sale. Reason for telling, must get our
children where they can have schooling. See T. L. Courtenay, at C. E.
Kidd farm, 8 miles N. E. Roy. Mlpd.

J. W. Beck, Manager,
ROY,
N.M.

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Wórk,
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

Fairview Pharmacy

J. D. Wade,

The Roy Drug Store
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

I

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

MORA; y

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain.
All Popular Drinks and Ices
FILMS

AND

PAPERS

Removing Grease Spots.
To remove grease spots from
mix fuller's earth and magnesia
together Id equal proportions by scrap
ing and pounding. Form this Into a
paste with hot water and spread on
the spots. The next day brush It off
and, If necessary, repeat the process.
v rpc Tealer.
!..
'
can be
I'Mfrj
'
let
eaUil
.

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand, DAILY

,

MAGAZINES

lel

cor-pet- s

Bridal Cakes.

4

The bride cake which so Invariably
accompanies a wedding nowadays and
which must always be cut by the bride,
may be traced back to the old Roman
form of marriage by "conferreatlo," or
eating together. So also among tbe4
Iroquois the bride and bridegroom
used to partake together of the cake
of Sagamite which the bride always
offered to ber husband.

ter
A

LINE OF

COMPLETE

BUSEY.

FARM FOR SALE

3--

EASTMAN

'

Russel or RY

'

AND

25,

We have one of the finest stallions on the mesa for sale at the
right price and on easy terms.
Name "Ragoza", Registry No,
119084.
Inquire WOLCOTT L.

-

one-hal-

KODAKS

on

PERCHERON STALLION
ON EASY PAYMENTS

J fed,
-

3

STOP IT !
The parties who persist in
using the highway along my
lands for dnmping rubbish,'
are again warned to stop it.
I will prosecute the next
man who does it.
A. PATRICKS.

IVnV

Jiwkr

Infancy of Rice Cultivation.

spjoipjo pus spiog qj
Rice was cultivated centuries ago in
O) suoisjnoxa sjjBra íou.1 euij) jamtuns
India and Inter in Egypt. About the
ui 'E3i)3jba jaqio ei)) jo etuos so year 14C8 Its cultivation spread to
pooj jo ssjojs Sq cm &v jou op spa southern Europe. In 1647 Sir William
ambs mu esoqx "soejj jiuo jo jpo( Berkeley planted
a bushel of
uwq inujsaip jo spoo.u ui iijunpunqu seed in Virginia.
jsotu panoj ojb siojjinbs poj aqx
?jjjnbg pay
Uninterrupted Schedule.
FOR SALE Span of young mule,
Earth Well, Whatever they do to
gentle and well broken. Team of good transportation they can't keep me from
hone 6 and 7 year old; 2 good traveling around the sun.
FOR
FARM
SALE The Paul
brood sows, to farrow in September;
thoroughbred Poland boar, 11 months Westphal farm of 320 acres, 8 miles
old; Registered Holitein bull, 2 years N. E. Mills. Good house, barn, well
old; six or eight good Holstein cows. and fences, 150 acres broken, all
Will sell this stock at private sale, plow land. Priced to sell. One half
terms if desired. G. E. Holtsclaw, cash, balance easy terms. ARNO
VOELKEL, Mills, N. M.
1 4
miles north of Roy, N. M.

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions

ch

ldeil!"ii

FOR SALE

spaas eiddy

Rate 5c per line each insertion. Six ordinary words
make a line.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

e.

ADstractg ox an lanas m - Mora
J
v'
County :,i ' tr
I
Prompt Service
Accurate Copy of Record
'.
:

',

Philip Sanchez, Secretary
'

":':ñ

'

1

Eugene Palmer

I

'hl

Whelan & Palmer,

tl

Cigars and Tobacco

ABSTRACT
COMPANY
Morá;j New Mexico

Thomas A. Whelan

Joilet Articles.

Lawyers

Clayton, New.Mex.
Oil

Stock and Storage

Cook-stove- s;

Tanks,

Fairbanks-Morse- ,

"Z-typ- e"

U, S.

Pumps;

Gasoline Engines & Deep-We- ll

Windmills; Well Casing;
Winona Farm Wagons and Beds:
Iowa Cream Separators; Cream Cans
Galvenized Tubs and Pails; Auto and
Tractor Oils; Oliver Implements,
Self-Oilin-

Practice in State and
eral Courts and
t

TIN SHOP!

Foster Block,
Roy,
N. M.
"Call Again"

THE ROY TRU
& SAVINGS

3

JL

I. C.

Has returned to Roy.
All Calls answeted promptly.

A. A. Wynne

INVITES the Accounts of Individuals,

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

Firms and Corporations.

Farm Sales a specialty

Offers the you benefit of bis wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

W

ECo-opera-

te

with each to

the

Mutual

Advantege of All.

and

Handicapped in many ways without
YOU are
Banking Connections such as .we off e

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and opieJ necessities furnished if desired.

Real Estate

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
office.
also made at Spanish-American

Dodds V

Undertaker

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

Col. F.O. White

.

Land Office

Now Located in the

Roy, N.M.

AUCTIONEER!

Fed-

Bohanon's
Barber bhop

g

A

,

C-B- -

Why Dog's Nose Is Cold.

Tradition gives a droll explanation
y
of the
nose of the canine:
Noah had some anxious and annoying
moments when he was trying to coax
the animals into the nrk. They ran
hither and thither und gave him no
end of bother until he had a dog chnse
them, making them go where they belonged. Attending strictly to his duty
and not giving up until the lust pig
and hyena were safely Inside the ark,
the dog himself was the last to get
aboard. So he was obliged to squeeze
himself In with his nose In the water
during the whole of the voyage, an
adventure that has made the noses of
his descendants cold and wet forever-mor-

e,

Iietfitar Superstitions.

We don't feel just like advertising
for recruits for the Army and Navy
with all the free deadhead dope sent
us when there are too few bii? hnv
and young men in the community to
care for crops, aid in production and
develop into good citizens at home.
Hence, bales of free advertising go
on through when they come in the
man to us.
The
"Practical" has it on
the ideal when it comes to immediate

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Homestead Matters attended to,
Filings.
Publications,
Final
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.

PIANO FOR SALE

Capital and Surplus, $60,000.

00

We have in our possession near Roy
a high grade piano which will be sold
at a big discount. Terms to any responsible party. If interested write
for particulars. THE DENVER MUSIC COMPANY, Denver, Colo.
6
24-T-

THt
NOTICE OF SALE OF SCHOOL BONDS
Municipal School UtMrlct of ike Vllluge
of Roy, 6 School Bond.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That the
undersigned, Irvin Ogden, Br., clerk of
the Board of Education, of the Village
of Roy, of the State of New Mexico,
will, on Monday, the 16th day of Aug.
1920, at the hour of four o'clock tn the
afternoon of said day at the office of
the (Spanish American, in Roy, Mora
County, New Mexico, offer for ule and
eell at publio auction to the highest
and best bidder for cash $50,000 school
bonds of the municipal school district
of the Village of Roy, of the Btate of
New Mexico, bearing six per centum
Interest per annum, payable
said bonds being of the denominations of $500.00 each, dated, August
1, 1920, dueAugust 1, 1950, redeemable
at the option of the Board of Education at any time after ten years from
date, said bonds shall not be sold for
less than ninety five cents on the dollar and accrued Interest' Principal and
Interest shall be payable at a banking
house in New York City or at the office
of the treasurer of said Board of Education In Roy, New Mexico, at the option of the holders. Bids will be received for the whole ortny part of said
bonds and the undersigned reserves the
right to reject any and all bids. The
bonds shall be sold for cash, fifteen
per centum to be paid at the time the
bid Is accepted and the balance on the
delivery of the bonds. Bids must be
unconditional.
If a bidder desires to
send a bid by mall, he must transmit
with the bid a certified check for fifteen per centum of the amount of the

'

II. F, Thornton

and

C. E.
Dealers and Shippers of

Ila-tle-

.

8PANI8H-ECN-

June, 30, 1920.

Loang and Discounts,' except those
nhown on (b)

1

bid.

The assessed valuation of said municipal school district is (1,050,600.00, and
except this Issue of bonds and another
Issue of l7,i0U.VU. said municipal scnool
district has no Indebtedness, either
bonded or otherwise.
Dated, this nth day of July 1920,
jrviii w&uen, nr.,
Cleik.

.'
NOTICB

FOR PUBLICATION

Clayton, New Iexico

TJ. S.

8

;

rique Cordova, deceased, who, on April
10, 1918, made Additional Homestead
Entry, No. 022309, for SEK of NK14 of
, Section 28, Township 17 N Range 30
IS., tí. AI. 1 Meridian, has riled notice
, of Intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
U fi. Commissioner, at his office in
Mosquero, N. M., on September 7, 1920
Claimant numei as witnesses:
Zacarías Cordova, of Mosquero, N.
M., Trinidad Sanchez of Mosquero, N.
M., Marcelino Padla, of Gallego, N. M.,
Creeenclo Montez, ot Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
-

.
'

9

$4,847.67

Real Estate, other than Banking House,

$2,725.00

11

of the Interior

Clayton, N. M.,
July 13, 1920.

12

NOTICE is hereby given that Frank
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
M. Stewart,
of Monrovia, California,
guardian of Emily Lee Stewart, heir
Department of the Interior
at law and next of kin of Leroy E. Lee,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., who. on August 8, 1910, made Desert
July 13, 1920.
Land Entry, No. 011898, for EK of NEK
of Section 28, Township 19 N Range 28
o
NOTICE Is hereby given that
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Padilla, of Miera, New Mexico, of Intention to make Final Proofnotice
unwho, on June 8 and Sept. 17, 1915, made der the 3rd paragraph of the Act of
ju. UU30 HIIU March 4, 1915 (Public 296) to be perinniiroirciu i'.illiv,
020710, for NEK NWK; NK NEK; SR'i' fected by purchase to establish claim
NEK Sec. 13 and EK SWK, SEK NWK tu the land above described, before A.
A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at his
Township 21, Range 31 K New Mexico office in Mosquero, N. M., on September
Principal Meridian, has filed notice of 13, 1920.
to make Three Year Proof,
n
Claimant names as witnesses:
to establish claim to the land above
C. C. Moore,
W. F. Lofton, Ralph
described, before Register and Receiver, Hazen, W. L. Woods, all of Mosquero,
Clayton,
Office,
Land
Slates
at
I'nited
New Mexico.
New Mexico, on September 16, 19L9.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
Ignacio Vigil, of Bueyeros, N. M.
Pablo Garcia, or Bueyeros, N. M. ManAioix vjria i.i uo.i mjixov
uel Enclnlos, of Miera, N. M. ; Julian
Padilla, of Miera, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Department of the Interior
.Register.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
June 21, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Serafín
FOR SALE Good work mare, tee
T. Baca, of Do Haven, New Mexico,
t2pd. who, on March 28, 1917, made HomeC. C. NUGEN, Route A, Roy.
stead application Serial No 022431, for
SVVÍ4,
the SK NEVi; SEA Sec. 6; W
Section 4, Township 21 N., Range 29 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Intention to make Three year final
Proof, to establish claim to the land
described, before W. H. Wlllcox,
above
Under new Management
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy.
New
on August 24th, 1920.
Charles Chapman, Proprietor - Claimant Mexico,
names as witnesses:
David M. Valdeü, of Albert, New Mexico, Decederlo Gallegos, of Albert, New
Mexico; Emilio Gonzales, of Kephart,
New Mexico, Merced Montoya, of KepSteam Heated,
Free Baths, ' hart, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

14

15

Guml-clnd-

16

20
21

a Land

3

J

:

PA

valverde;

, NOTKjB FOR PUBLICITIES,,,,
,

PAZ VALVERDE,
'

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

.

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
June 25, 1920.
NOTICE Is heTcby given that John

Schneider, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, who. on April 2:trd, 1917, made
Additional Homestead Entry, No. 024942
for 814 NEK Section, 1, Township 18
N., Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
1o the land above described, before F.
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, New Mexico, on September 7, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John Sbamblin Frank A Koy, Frank
Seidel and A. J. Baker, all of Roy,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

NOTICE

PUBLICATION
FOR
LATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE

v

ISO-

.

I

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
authorizes sale
"CV" of
NOTICE

Is

June 7, 1920.
hereby given that, as di-

rected by the Commissioner of the Genof
eral Land Office, under provisions
Sec. 2455, R. 8., pursuant to the applicaof Claytion of Nathan Habeeb Azar026766,
we
ton, New Mexico, Serial No.
will offer at publio sale, to the highest
per
bidder, but at not less than fi.bO
acre, at 10 o'clock, A. M., on the 7th day
the
of August, 1920, next, at this office, Sec.
following tract of land: SWK NEK
R 31 E..N. M. P. M.
9, T. 20
but
The sale will not te kept open,presthose
will be declared closed when ceased
bident at the hour named have
the highest
ding. The person making
bid will be required to immediately pay
thereof.
amount
to the Receiver the
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to file
on or before
their claims, or objections,
the time designated for sale.
',
PAZ VALVERDE
above-describe- d

íf.iifi

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. Méx.,

U. S. Land Office

"'

Vi"ir
is hereby
n
A. Garcia, of Mosquero.
' Feb. 21, 191, rr.sde rrlprt:s!
?nd on.
Entry, No. 021C95 Hrm.i-f'
made Additional
024412. for SEK SKK
:.
N
NEH Bee.
Sec. 23;
nit NWK WV NEK 26, '
1Í
Section
NWK SEK,
has
Ni Range 29 E N M. P. toMeridian
Final
make
filed notice of Intention
to establish claim to
Three Year Proof,described,
before A. A.
the land V.above
8. Commissioner, at his ofWynne,
August
fice in Mosquero, on witnesses:13,
Claimant names as
Franc seo Cruz,
Jose Garcia y Chavez,Gregorio
Garcia,
Moisés Vialpando and
all of Mosquero, NeAcLVERDE,
NOTICE

!

r.!'

.

1.

724

ISOLAT.

Public Land Sale
Department of the Interior
"C" of
authorizes sale.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

Register.

Coin and Currency,

June

Wl

1.

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
8. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
REPUBLICATION
June 18, 1920

NOTICE
TJ.

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S Land Office at Clayton, N.

M.,

14, 1920.

,ii

Department

Interior
of the
at Clayton, N.

U. S. Land Office

Is hereby

Méx.,

June 18. 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby eiven thnt Hnrrv
P. Lohstroh, of Mills. New Mexico, who,
on Oct. 2.), 3H15. made Home-steaapplication Serial, No. 021018, for the Lots
N'(. SE'4: SEVi SEVi. Sec. 6; EVS
NEW; NE'i BKVi. Section 7, Township
20 N , Range 25 E, N. M. P. Meridian,

$!)0,000.00

Surplus fund
Undivided Profits
Net amount due Federal Reserve Bank,
Individual Deposits, subject to check

$10.000,00
$6,697 8?

$225,247.02

notice-$(56,562.-

Register.

7

Total,

.

has filed notice of Intention to make
Three Year final Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W. H. Wlllcox, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
August 19, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Otto, Lohstroh of Mills, New Mexico;
Elizabeth Vigil, of Dawson, New Mexico; John McCrystal, Jr., of Roy, New
Mexico and Benjamin Wendland,
of
Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

$20,359 44

Certificates of deposit,

NOTICIA FOR PUBLICATION

378867.29

Department

of the Interior
at Clayton, N. Méx.,

U. S. Land Office

STAl EOF NEW MEXICO,

June 18, 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Alfred
L. Newman, of Solano, New Mexico,
who, on June 9, 1915 and Sept. 14,
1918, made Homestead entries Serial No.
020253 and Serial No. .024190, for the
N4 SE14, Sec." 13; N NWS,
SW:
Sec. 24, T. 19 N., Range 26 E and the
8W
NWÜ, Sec. 13; SWtf NV7Í4;
NWÍJ SW4, Sec. 24, Township 19 N
Range 26 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has

i

88
COUNTY OF MORA,
We, H. B. Jones, President, C. L. Justice, Cashie
of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear
that the
above Statement is true, to the best of our knowledge
and belief.
Signed:
1

filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before VV. H.
Wlllcox, U. ij. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico on August
20, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jack P. .Mills, Joseph Allen, Charles J.
Ptirton nr.d Mnrrion Conner, all of
New Mexico.
TAZ VALVERDE,

Jones, President,
Justice, Cashier,

Correct Attest,
S. Klcersheim,
Director,
C. L. Justice, Director,
H. B. Jouea Director.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 17th day of
July., A. D. 1920..

J.E .WILDMAN

(SEAL)

Notary Public

My commission

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
Lund Office at Clayton. N. Méx.,

Capital Stock Paid In

expires Oct. 28th,

o.

Register.

7

'

For Sole
red heifer,
with or without calf, giving milk
priced to sell, at my farm a mile north
of SolárioT ''

'

1922.

-

..

.

N. L. BURTON.

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Departmrnt of the Interior
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
July 13, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that William
O. Hunt, of David, New Mexico, who, on
March 27, 1919, made Homestead Entry
U. S.

026498, for NE
W
Sec. 11,
SEK 6WÍ4, and Wft BE, Section 2,
Township 17 N., Range 30 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described before A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at his office in Mosquero, N.
M.,on September 13, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George W. Angel, Joseph H. Angel,
Frank Weir and Cole Weir, all of David, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
RegiBter.
No.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
U.

Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton,

i

j":1

tyifjf

'(.'

.(:
'v

" :

N. M.,

July 12, 1920.
hereby
given
NOTICE is
that William
R. Whlteman, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on June lfith, 1916, made
Additional Homestead Entry, No. 022332

i.

for E'b NEK and E SEK. Sertion 17,
Township 20 N., Range 25 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New
Mexico, on September 15, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan de Mata Mares, W. E. Cantrel.
Ed. Harrison,
Emilio Abevta, all of
Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

1

..

i

Old Lumber Beet
a government tet Id Germany,
sound lumber that Is 25 years old has
been proved materially stronger than
By

new stock.
NOTICE!

,

FOR PUBLICATION

I",

Department of the Interior
Laud Oiiice at Clayton, N. Méx.,

U. S.

June

21, 1920.

NOTICE Is hereby given that Walter
K. Cocke, of Gallegos, N. M., who, oo
April 8, 1916, made Homestead Entry,
No. 022001 lor SEK Sec. 34 and SWK of
Section S5, Township 17 N., Range 31
E., N. M. P Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
U.
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
S. Commissioner, at his office in Mos21,
1920.
quero, N. M., on August
Claimant names as witnesses:
Eugene B. Cooper, Joseph 8. Baker,
Joe Ferguson and Joseph W. Honey-cut- t,
Mexico.
all of Gallegos, New
PAZ VALVERDE.

Register.

t

1

NOTICE FORPUBLICATIOW

of the Interior Méx.,
at Clayton, N.
June 18, 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Ferd
M.,
who, on FebN
Wilson, of Solano,
ruary 9, 1917, made Homestead Entry,
2
SE'i1
serial No. 024355 for1, Lots 24 and 3,Lots
and
Sec.
SWK Sec. 13, Lot
23,
and Ntt NEK Section
and
i
nange
n.,
Townsnrp i
has filed notice of
M. P. Meridian,
Intention to make Three xcar rooi,des-w
establish claim to the land above
cribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Department

U. S. Land Office

June 21, 1920.
that Edward
NOTICE Is hereby given M.,
N.
who. on
M. Naranjo, of Roy,
11. 1918, made Homestead Entry
serial NO 024647 for EH NEK; NEV4
NH NWH
SB 5 Sec 10 and NH SW;
11, Township
and NWK NEK Section
M.
Meridian,
P.
N.
26
IE.,
Range
18 N
intention to make
has filed notice of claim
t Rov. New Mexico, on
the land
to
Proo, to establish
August 20, 1920.
F.HN. Foster.
above described., before Roy,
on
M.,
names
as yiiihwb.
Claimant
.
U S Commisslnder, at
C. W. B. Leatherman, of Roy, N.
iieust 21, 1920.
i9Cl'almant names as witnesses:
Roy, N M. John
of
G. Johnson,
witnesses:
as
names
HeiClaimant
Frank
A. J. Beller, NIc
Beckman, of Solano, N. M., and John
A
W Morris, Salome Naranjo, Leomann, Jr.. and F. P. Heimann, all of poldo
Ándrada, Rafael Tixier, all of Bowman ot SolanoN.
,
Albert, New Mexico
koy. New Mexico.
yVERDE,
RegiBter
VALVpmDBi
7
Register.
Register.
T24.
7

given that Frank
Co., New
Heimann; of Albert, Union 1917,
made
on
June 4th,
Mexico, who,
Additional Homestead 3, Entry, Np.p 025118
N.,
19
Townsh
for EH EH SectionM. P. Meridian, has
Range 30 E N.
Final
make
filed notice of intention to
to establish claim
Three Year Proof, described,
before F.
to the land above
at his ofCommissioner,
S.
U.
H Fostw,
fice at Roy, New Mexico, on August 11,
NOTICE

NOTICK
V. H.

Payable after 30 days or subject to 30 days
34

18, 1920.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

June

June

NOTICE is hereby given that Louis
o arms, of David, New Mexico, who, on
Oct. 10, 1916, made Original Homestead
Entry, No. 021040, and on Sept. 26,
1918, made Additional Homestead Entry No. 24488, for NH NWH, SE
NWK and EH SWfc and WH SEH,
Sec. 19: NWK NEK Sec. SO; Lots 2, 8
and 4 Sec. 19; NEK NWK Sec 30,
Township 18 N, Range 30 E N M. P.
Meridian, and SH NEK and EH SEK
of Section 24, Township 18 N., Range
29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
Mosquero, N. M., on August 18, 1920w
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Morford, Ran Wood, J. T. McFarland and W. A. Long, all of David,
New Mexico.
VALVERDE
Register.
7

Register,

$7,938,4

Time Deposits,

M.

1.

Year Proof, to establish claim to
me inna aoove described, before F. H.
Foster. U. S. Commis.lnnr at hla of
fice at Roy, New Mexico, on Sep. 9, 1920.
i.iiiimunt names as witnesses:
W. H Gav. Will Heath. Freil fnnrn
J. V. Campbell, all of Kephart, N. Mex.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Total of demand deposes,

7, 1920.

above-describe-

C,

$318,807.29

1J. B.
C. I..

NOTICE Is hereby given that, as directed by the Commissioner of the General Land office, under provisions of
Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the application of James Hunter White, of Solano,
N. M., Serial No. 026920, we will offer at
public sale, to the highest bidder, but
at not less that $2.50 per acre, at 10
o'clock A. M., on the 5th day of August.
1920, next, at this office, the following
tract of land: NH SEft, Sec. 13, T 19
N., R. 27 E N. M. P. M.
The sale will not be kept open, but
Troup, of Solano, Mora Co., New Mexico, will
be declared closed when those
who, on March 8th, 1917, made Home- present
the hour named have ceased
stead Entry No. 024680 for N4 NW, bidding. atThe
person making the high
22,
TownSeo. J7. and E
8W4 Section
bid
will
be required to immediately
ship 19 N., Range 28 K, N. M. P. Merid- est
pay
to
there,
Receiver
the amount
the
ian, has lied notice of Intention to of.
'
make Final Three Year Proof, to estabpersons
adversely
claiming
Any
the
lish claim to the land above described,
d
land are advised to Hie
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
on
objections,
or
r
claims,
beforé
their
at his .office at Roy, New Mexico, on the time designated lor sale.
August 11, 1920.
PAZ VALVERDE.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
Homer McKenzie, A. S. Troup, L. M. 7
Livingston and D. N. Livingston, all of
Solano, New .Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
June 18, 1920.
Department of the interior
NOTICE is hereby given that Frank
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx., Morford, of David, New Mexico, who,
June 14, 1920. on May 4, 1916, made Homestead Entry, No. 023J.34, for W NE and EH
NOTICE Is hereby given that Virgil NWH of Section 21, Township 18 N.,
Hi Anderson, of Roy, Mora, Co., New Range 30 E., N. MT. P. Meridian, has filMexico, who, on February 24th, 1917, ed notice of Intention to make Final
made Homestead Entry, No. 024226, for Three Year Proof, to establish claim
SEK. Bee. , Lots 2, to the land above described, before A
SEK 9W, SW
3, 4, SEK NWK,
NEK, Sec. 7, Lot A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at his
1, Sep. 18, T. 19 N. It. 26 E , and Eft office, in Mosquero, N. M., on August
SEÍ4, Section 12, Township 19 N Range 18. 1920.
'Claimant names as witnesses:
25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Lewis oarma. Ran Wood. Paine
of Intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land Fields, and J. T. McFarland, all of
U.
New Mexico.
H.
David,
F.
described,
before
Foster.
above
PAZ VALVERDE,
S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
7
Register.
lfl,
1920.
New Mexico, on August
Claimant names at witnesses:
.1.
Baker,
Earl Baum, G. G. Leach, A.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Llnkern Himes, all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Department of the Interior
Register.
U. S. Land Office at Civtc N. Mx.,
June 18, 1920.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE Is hereby given that Edwin
Department of the Interior
County. New
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx., F. Ivev. of Rov. Mora
who, on October 2nd, 1916, made
June 16, 1920 Mexico,
Additional Homestead Entry Wo. VióZii,
for E,fe SWH, Lots 13 and 14, Section
NOTICE Is hereby given that John 6, Township 20 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
Beckman, of Solano, Mora Co., New P. Meridian, has filed notice of IntenMexico, who, on April 16th, 1917, made tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
Additional Homestead Entry No. 024902 to establish claim to the land above
for E
NW, NE14 SWand Lot 1, described, before F. H. Foster, U. S
Section 18, Township 18 N., Range 26 E., Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of New Mexico, on August 20, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Henry Farr, C. W. Farley, Oscar
above described, before F. H. Foster, U.
lunK and r . ja. ivey, an 01 noy, mew
S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
New Mexico, on August 16, 1920.
Register.
7
Claimant names a witnesses:
Andres Trujillo. C M. Thompson, P.
PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR
J. Laumbach and J. M. Finch, all of
Solano, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Department of the Interior
Register.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. Méx.,

NOTICE Is hereby given that Job B.
Anderson, of Roy, New Mexico, who, on
March 3, 1916, made Homestead Entry.
No. 021777, for EH Section 23 Township 17 N Range 81 E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to
make three year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico, on August 28, 1920.
Clalman names as witnesses:
W. A. Rockwell, Yadle McGaha, KoeMiss Helen Keiser. all of GalRegister. itiimr. New
Mexico.
legos,
Register.
7. 24

X

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ED TRACT

NOTICE is herehv
TEn,ui
G. Yates, of Kephart, Union
New
Mexico, who on June 6th. 1917, made
xiumnit?uu r.niry, ino. vzou:ii ror W
S&yt, Section 27, Township 22 N., Rane
29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, his filed notice of intention to muke ii'inni Th.a

Net am't due from
Reserve Banks
$10,290.46
Net amt. due from Banks and Bankers,
other than included in 10 and 11,
$283.66
Checks on other local Banks,
a Outside checks and
other cash items,;
$2,019.32
b Fractional currency,
nickels and cents,
$132,60
$2,951.92

Demand Deposits
27

'

Department
the Interior,
Hi B. Laefl WfiW;;tCWy)h K-- Met,,
.Íjjíí
June 25, 1820. ;
NOTICE is "s'ereby given that Jame
M. Yate, of, Kephart, Union Co., New
Mexico, Who,- on Majr 8, 1S17, made
Homestead Entry No. 024996 for Lots
8, A, EM fiWlt Bed. 18, LOts 1, 2, E
19, Township 22 N.,
NWK .Section
'"Bahge í E. N. M. P: Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make Final Three
to establish claim to the
e. Year Proof,
. land above described, before F, H. Foster, U. 8. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on Sept 9, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fred Moore, Will Heath, J. D. Campbell, J G. Yates, all of Kephart, N. M.
r ;,.. r

22
23

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Department of the Interior
Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
June 25, 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Hullo
X. Warner, of Koy, Mora Co., New Mexico, who, on October 5th, 1916, made
Entry, No
Homestead
Additional
2S229, for BEK NWK, 8
NEK.NEK Tourists and Land-Seeke- rs
6EK, Section 1, Township 18 N., Range Will find this the right place.
25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, ha filed notice
of Intention to make Final Three Year
to establish claim to the land
r Proof, described,
before F. H. Foster, U.
above
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
6. Commissioner,, at hi office at Roy,
Department of the Interior
;New Mexico, on September , 1920.
V. B. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
witnesses:
Claimant .names
"
.
;V ,
June 14, 1920.
W. E. Yarboroughj Joe Mitchell, Wm.
O. Johnson, James W, Johnson, Jr., All
cf Bffft'Ne Mexico, jjNOTICE I hereby given that Adam
.
,
TJ.

Department of the Interior
Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex
June 25, 1920.

TI, S.

Liabilities

El Dorado Hotel

Register.

Mexico.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

$500.00

Total,

;

7

4

PAZ VALVERDE,

a

lnt'-ntio-

Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

New

$2.000.09

and unpledged.
Furniture and Fixtures

;

Denartment of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx.,
june o, lzu.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Demetrio Cordova, of Gallegos, New Mexico. Administrator of the estate of En

Bonds, owned, unpledged

(d) other than U.S. bonds, owned

4

FOR PUBLICATION

at

$64.45

Roglster.

Common Delusion.
"One reason for high prices," remarked .7 n t Ttmklns, "is that so many
people ib'ii' mulling can be any good
'
unlc-''" of ij.oney."
Department

1347,265.73

Overdrefls,

2
3

U. S. Land Office

20

Resources

y,

NOTICE

of Roy, Mora County, New Mexico, who, on May 22nd, 1917, made
Homestead Entry No. 026085, for BK(4
NEÚ, NBÍ4 SEÍS, Sec. 18, N
SWÍ4,
8!í NW14 Sec. IT, SliK SE
Sec. 18,
and NK14 NE4 Section 19. Township
19 N, Ranare 26 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, he- fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
September 13, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Geo. O. Cable. Karl Hmim
W W
Baum and J. E. Wildman. all of Rrv.

of ROY, New Mexico, at the close of busineee

Shropshire Sheep

Responsibility.
Nothing can be so Inspiring to n
human being as the Idea that he Is o
value, that hla help Is really wanted.
Nothing can so enforce the doctrine of
responsibility as the realization that
It rests with us to choose whether we
shall mend or nar, shall beautify or
deface, some portion of the work.
Oliver Lodge.

of he Inferior
Land Office at Clayton, N. Me.,
July 13, 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Lincoln'
Mines,

Roy Trust and Savings Bank
Serial No.

V

Dfpirtmrnt

U. 6.

Report of the condition cf the

Perdieron and French Draft Horses
Mammoth Jacks. Roan Durham, Short
Horn and Hereford Cattle
Poland China Hogs

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

STATE BANK REPORT

y

--

M.

1.

J

THF

NEWS TO DATE
ÜJ PARAGRAPHS

EBICAN.

SPANISH-A-

FOREIGN
Into
An unidentified man brok
Field Marshal Ilindenburg's house in
Berlin and fired at the field marshal.
The bullet missed its mark and the

man escaped.
Frve thousand bolshevl3t troops were
killed and 1,000 taken prisoner when
CAUQHT FROM THE NETWORK OF forces of General Wrangel trapped and
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
surrounded 8,000 red cavalrymen In the
'
Crimea, according to a news dispatch
THE WORLD.

"RED" AHL1Y

LATE

MARKET

REGIMENTS
'

court-marti-

x

v

The latter was a civilian ob
server employed by the forest service.
Roble.

Prediction that Nebraska's corn pro
ductlon this year will exceed last
year's yield by 4,055,000 bushels is
made In a Joint crop report by the
United States Bureau of Crop Estimates and State Department of Ag
riculture. The report estimates I88,
241,000 bushels will be produced, as
to 184,186,000 bushels in
compared
1919.

The Farmers' Bank of Page, Neb.,
a state Institution, was closed on the
advice of former State Senator James
A. Donohoe, counsel for the stock
holders, and the State Banking Board
was requested to take charge. Eugene
Smith, president of the bank, was
found dead in a cow pasture near Page.
Experts from O'Neill banks who have
been going over the bank's books said
they had found apparent Irregularities
and were unable to state Its condi
tion.

WASHINGTON
Commander J. C. Hunsaker, U. S. N.,
who will deliver the Wilbur Wright
memorial address for 1920 before the
Royal Aeronautical Society of England,
lias been elected an honorary Fellow
of that society. This Is the first time
the distinction has been conferred on
one not a British subject.
The big packers have demanded
more than $0,000,000 from the War Department for the cancellation of an
oral contract for meats which were to
have been delivered during the three
months after the signing of the armistice. Whether this sura or any part
of It will be paid will be determined
by Secretary Baker.
Less gold was produced throughout
the world last year than In 1918 and
Indications are that the 1920 output
also will show a reduction, according
to the geological survey which, on
incomplete returns, places the 1919
production at from $345,000,000 to
$350,000,000.

Secretary of War Baker, who Is
chairman of the water power commission, created by the new water power
act, has appointed a committee of departmental representatives to draw up
rules and regulations for the administration of the new act. MoJ. Gen. E.
H. Crowder, judge advocate general
and former provost marshal general
In charge of the administration of the
draft act, is head of the committee.
Gouled, convicted of defraudUnited
States government
contracts for army raincoats,
permitted to go to Poland in
the Interests of his cotton goods business, through a decision by Federal
Judge H. B. Howe. Gouled Is at liberty
on $25,000 bond pending decision by
the Supreme Court as to the legality
sentence Imposed upon
of a seven-yea- r
him.
Nov. 15 has been determined upon as
the date for the first meeting of the
assembly of the League r Nations, It
has been stated at the State Department In Washington.
The United States must turn to the
oil shales of Utah, Colorado, Wyoming and Nevada as sources of oil supply for the future, according to Martin J. Gavin, refinery engineer of the
Bureau of Mines. "These states contain enormous deposits of oil shales
which by proper treatment yield gas,
oil, and also, If desired, ammonia, of
value as a fertilizer," said Mr. Gavin.
Felix
ing the
through
will be

GENERAL
An agreement has been reached between wholesalers and retailers of
Pittsburg, Pa., it hns been announced
to sell bread by the ounce instead of by
s
of a cent an
the loaf.
ounce was fixed as the standard price.
Alex Hedberg, 37 years of age, employed as a teller In the Union Bank
of Chicago for a number of years, has
been arrested after he was said to have
confessed taking 33,000 from the bank
within the last three or four years.
John S. Burglll, a miner was shot
to death by a posse at Hazard, Ky.,
when he barricaded himself in a vacant
house after killing Deputy Sheriff R.
S. Wooten and Robert GtUbraith, a
negro, while resisting arrest.
Ensign Windsor H. Cushing was exonerated of charges of violating Navy
Three-fourth-

Department orders forbidding storage
of liquor aboard naval aircraft, when
ended at the New
his
York navy yard. The court found that
specifications against him had not
court-marti-

been proved.
Appointment of a Japanese-AmericaJoint high commission by the two
governments to study the question of
Japanese immigration to this country
was advocated by Dr. Jacob Gould
Schurman, former president of Cornell
University, in an address at a luncheon
of the Council on Foreign Relations
at New York.
Ten
armed automobile bandits
robbed the Plalnfleld State Bank of
$12,000 In cash and government bonds
at Joliet, 111., and escaped after sweeping the main street of the town with
rifle fire, wounding seven persons in
all. One of the bandits was wounded.
n

Provisional President de la Huerta
of Mexico, has abolished the moving
picture censorship and the censorship
department of the ministry of the interior will hereafter be used "to fos
ter rather than hinder the Industry."
Federal Inquiry Into recent escapes
of aliens from Ellis Island followed
the arrest and holding In $2,500 ball of
Xavier F. Destefano, male nurse at the
Immigration
station there. Sixteen
nllens were reported to have escaped,
hut this was denied by Superintendent
Destefano was charged with
Baker.
assisting John Tressey, an Irish stowaway, to escape, supplying him with a
rowboat hé was said to have used In
flight to the mainland.
Prime Minister Melghen, at Ottawa,
Can., announced election of his cab
inet containing all the members except two of the cabinet of Sir Robert
Borden, his predecessor. The new
cabinet officers are R. W. Wigmore,
minister of customs and internal
revenue, and F. B. McCurdy, minister
of public works.
Eight million bottles of champagne
will be among the Items on the lists
of the commodities to be placed on sale
July 28 when the sequestered property of Baron Walter de Mumm will
be auctioned off at his estate near
Rhetms. This property was seized in
1913 subsequent to
the baron's resumption of German citizenship when
the war began.
J. B. Norman and his
daughter were killed, and twelve other
persons knocked unconscious by lightning striking a schoolhouse at Enville,
Fla., as the people were assembling
at the school for religious services.
The building was let on fire.
by the
A report just completed
Phelps Dodge Mercantile Company at
Tombstone, Ariz., showing purchases
of agricultural products which It tcade
In Arizona last year, proves that farming and ranching in that state art
steadily becoming the rival of mining

and stocknilslng.

11017 FREE

News

.Mili

From All Over

New Mexico

Bud-enn-

tude of the United States toward the
new government In Mexico, according
to an interview published in. El Universal at Mexico City.
A silencer for airplane engines, more
highly developed than an automobile
muffler, is announced by a Swiss airplane firm as the Invention of Its chief
engineer. The first public demonstration of the device Is to be made on the
Geneva-Pari- s
air service. It Is asserted the noise of the motor is completely
silenced and that the Invention Is of
great Importance from a military point
of view.

IS SHATTERED

QUOTATIONS

Waiters Newspaper Union News Service.
DUNVEK MARKETS.
from Constantinople.
Cuttle.
Victories for the Poles In the Prlpet Beef eteerg (yearling) . . .14.t0 15.25
Beef steers,
to choice 14.00 15.00
region and in Volhynia are reported In Beef ateera. rood
fair to rood.. 12.50 13.50
Beef
ateera, true fed.
DURING THE PAST WEEK advices received at Warsaw. The
arood to cholea
12.50 13.75
cavalry leader, General
Beef ateera, artas fed, fair
10.00
to food
has been defented, the advices
11.00
prime
stated, he is fleeing to Rovno, upon Kelfera,
Cowe, fat, good to choice.
Í.S0
EVENT8
IMPORTANT
OF
RECORD
8.00
Cowa, fair to good
which the Poles are marching.
(.00
Btockor
cows
BUSY
CONDENSED FOR
It is announced that the Banks of Cutters
4.60
t.00
banners
England, France, Spain and Portugal Bulla
PEOPLE.
6.00
have combined to run a private air Veal calve
100
rood to choice... SOU
service for the carriage of securities, Feedera.
T.00
Feeders, fair to good
Western kewspaper Union News Bervice.
etc.," between the four countries. . The Btockers,
ood to choice... 7.60
6.50
good....
WESTERN
service has been started over the Btockers. fair to
A farmer, near Salem, Ore., unable route, being London, Paris, Bordeaux,
Hogs.
to run because of a crippled hip, shot Madrid, Lisbon.
14.9015.06
Bood hot
and killed John Leonardl, escaped paEnsign Windsor II. Cushing was exSheep.
tient from the State Hospital for the onerated of charges
$14.!615.SO
of violating Navy Lamba
fearllna
Insane, when Leonard! charged him Department
00f12-2storage
forbidding
orders
125
ther.
with a pitchfork in a field.
150
7.60
of liquor aboard naval aircraft, when Ewes
InM.
M.
Col.
Tlnley of Iowa, 108th
his
ended at the New
fantry, Rainbow dlrlslon, was chosen York navy yard. The court found that
Dreaaed Poultry.
by the nominating committee of the specifications against him
The following- - prices on dressed
had not poultry
are net F. O. U. Denver.
first reunion of veterans of that di- been proved.
Turkey a. No. la
vision to head the organization for
Turkeya, old toma
j?
Dr. Alvara Torre Diaz, until recently ftena, lb
the coming year and elected at the
young..25
Ducka,
Oil
confidential agent of Provisional Pres- Qeeae
25 ' gJT
convention at Birmingham.
25
21
ident de la Huerta in Washington, said Roosters
by
Hugh
Rodman,
Piloted
Admiral
was
he
Impressed
well
attiwith
the
commander-in-chief
of the Pacific fleet,
the destroyer on which Secretary Dan
lels and Secretary Payne left Seattle,
reached Ketchikan, Alaska, In the rec
hours, cutting
ord time of thirty-sifive hours off the previous best time
for that run.
Reports from the lower Taklma val
ley, in Washington, which was flooded
by a cloudburst. Indicate an estimated
damage of $250,000. Railroad tracks
were washed out between Mills Sid
lng and Granger, reclamation canals
broken, and many fruit ranches flooded
and trees uprooted,
The first reported fatalities In con
nectlon with the airplane patrol of government forest reserves have been reported at Alturas, Calif., when a plane
piloted by Waymnn Honey fell about
400 feet, killing Haney and two pas
sengers, Antonio Salcedo and Harold
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Piakbam'i Vegetaile
Compound Frees Another

Lydia

and Arizona

DE-

STROYED BY GENERAL WRAN.
GEL ON SOUTHERN FRONT.

Woman From Suffering.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

20,000 REDS

CAPtURED

ADDS THAT 100,000 COSSACKS JOINED WRANGEL'S

REPORT

ARMY.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Forces of General
leader on the
southern front, are reported to have
surprised and virtually destroyed eightLondon, July 19.
Wrangel,

een Bolshevist

cavalry regiments,

cap-

and his
tured the commander-in-chie- f
staff, made prisoners of 20,000 soldiers
and captured sixty guns and three armored trains, says a Helslngfors message to the Central News. The report
adds that 100,000 Cossacks Joined
Wrangel'8 army.

The ricacho oil well number one
near Capitán, N. Méx., is now down to
a depth of 900 feet with a showing of
both oil and gas.
The gopher poison bait put out by
the Biological Survey at Phoenix has
proved very successful In poisoning
ground squirrels In Pima county.
The concrete foundation on many of
the streets in Raton, N. Méx., are now
down and it will not be long before
some of the streets will be finished.
The Corona Tularosa Basin oil well
near Duran,. N. Méx., Is now down to
a depth of 800 feet, with a
hole
and several good showings of oil have
been found.
The first actual work on the new
Santa Fe shops at Albuquerque has
been started, and a gang of workmen
finished the work of razing several of
the old buildings on the site where the
new buildings will be erected.
Hairy Peruvian alfalfa seed growers
have perfected an organization in the
Yuma Valley In Arizona, according ti
County Agent Longstreth for the purpose of handling the Hairy Peruvian
seed exclusively.
Five youths, arrested at Florence,
Arizona, as draft evaders by an agent
of the department of Justice, were taken to Fort Huachuca and turned over
to the army authorities for trial by
h

Washington.
Details of the treaty
between soviet Itussia and Lithuania,
signed only July 15, fixing the boundLira Poultry.
ary line between the two countries
JO
Turkeya. 10 lba. or over....
28
84
Hena. lb.'
were received at the Lithuanian legaDuckllnga
20
022
tion In an official cablegram from
Goslings
45
JO
Brollara, 1920 crop
Kovno. The new line starts on the
1
Cocka
east at Drya and runs south through
Springa
Braslovo and Molodecho on the river
Eggs.
Nioruen, and thence west to the river
Egga. atrlctly fresh, case
Svlsloch. Only about twenty miles of court martial.
111.75012.00
oount
A petition for the probation of the
boundary on the Polish frontier remain
before
to
be
was
all
will
of Jacob Miller, Arizona pioneer,
It
suld,
the
settled,
llutter.
who died at Cody, Wyo., wns filed in
limits of Lithuania are fixed.
Creamery, firat grade.......
0
48
Creamery, aeoond grade
the superior court at Phoenix by Wil4
Process Butter
38
3
liam Miller, his eldest son. The value
Kaiser Favored War With U. 8.
Packing stock
Berlin. "Failure of Frlghtfulness" of the estate wus placed at $95,000.
Dutter Fot.
Grasshopper control has been demmight be the title of a report of the
6
54
Direct
onstrated by County Agent Ballantyne
48
second subcommittee of the commis&50
Btatlon
sion on investigation of President Wil- In Graham county, Arizona, In a
Fruit.
field of cotton. The results
son's peace effort In the winter of
$S.005.00 1016-1Apples, new, Colo., box
up indicate that they were
checked
been
Issued.
which
has
Just
4.00
4.75
crta.
standard,
Cantaloupea,
Cantaloupes, pony crates.... 8.00W3.60 The report gravely indicts Germany's very satisfactory.
Strawberries, home, pts, crt.. 6.00 S.OC military dictators at the time for reYuma Valley In Arizona has organizjecting a possible peace in favor of un- ed a Produce Growers' Association for
Vegetables.
restricted submarine warfare, and de- the purpose of buying and selling more
S
.15
.13
Asparagus, lb
clares the gravest error was underes- directly. At a recent meeting 10,000
8.600 8.00
Beans, navy, cwt
6.75
100
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timation of America's resources. The sacks were ordered through the asso220 .5
Beana, Lima, lb
report declares the German public was ciation, according to the county agent.
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Beana, wax, lb
grossly misled. An interesting marJoseph Sheridan, state mining in.J0fl .40
Beeta, Colo., doz. bunchea
ginal note by the fdrmer emperor to spector
4.00
100
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for New Mexico, died at Santa
4.00
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one document appended to the report Anna, Calif. He was
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Cauliflower, lb
once
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end
"An
2.60
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reads:
H. H. cucumbera, doi....
known mining men In New Mexico. He
.50
.40
Leaf lettuce, h. h., do...
for all o negotiations with America. went to California several weeks ago
1.00
125
Lettuces, head, doz
If Mr. Wilson wants war, he can have because of illness. He was 70
150
Onlona, Colo., cwt
yeart
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Oreen peaa, lb
It."
20
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old.
Peppera
8.00
7.60
Potatoea. new
The total enrollment at the New
7 35
7.60
Potatoea, Colo
Argentina Captures Jap Trade.
20
.30
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Mexico Normal university at Las Ve
20
.30
Radishes, round h. h
Seattle, Wash. Guillermo L. Agulrre, gas, N, Méx., has reached 83 and It
Rhubarb, lb
consul general of the Argentine Repub- has been necessary to send some of
.05
04
Bplnach
5.00
Turnlpa, Colo., cwt
lic at Tokio and formerly consul gen the teachers home on account of not
eral
for Argentina at Sun Francisco, being able to furnish them with rooms
HAY AND GUAIN.
arrived from the Orient on the 15th. and board.
Grnln.
Trade regulations between Japan and
The famous Octo mine, near Lords-burBuying prlcea (bulk) carloads, F. O.
Argentina grew extensively during the
B. Denver:
N. Méx., will soon be In the class
$2.95
Aguirre,
"and
yellow
Mr.
while
3
said
No.
war,"
Corn,
with the big producers, according to
2.90
Corn, No. 8 mixed
things are a little quiet in a commercial the report
.4
Oata. per cwt..
of the owners who recently
way, they are in a good state."
Barley, per cwt
arrived from California. Fred C. Sem-meHay.
a mining engineer of wide experi82100
Timothy, No. 1. ton
Federal Labor Officials Head.
ence, has been employed as manager
28.00
Timothy. No. I. ton
28.00
Seattle. Frank E. Hoffman, Min- and the entire Octo property, which inBouth Park, No. 1. ton
2100
gouth Park, No. 2. ton
25.00 neapolis, head of the Minnesota State cludes 26 claims, will be developed a
Alfalfa, ton
23.00 Industrial Insurance Commission, was rapidly as possible.
Second Bottom, No. 1, ton,
21.50
Second Bottom, No. J, ton...
10.00 elected president of the Association of
During the meeting of the New Mexfitraw
Government Labor Officials of the ico Bean Growers' association plans for
conat
the
United States and Canada
a $200,000 canning factory, to be built
HIDES AND PELTS.
clusion of the seventh annual conven- In Albuquerque were presented to
Dearer Price Mat.
the
tion of the organization here. New Or- members of the association by the proDry Fllat Hides.
conven1021
leans was chosen as the
22
moter, G. A. Wilson. Mr. Wilson has
Butcher, 18 lba, and up
22
tion city.
Butcher, under 1Í lba
taken
a census of opinion among the
JO
Fallen, all weights
ranchmen and farmers throughout the
Bulls and Stage
ia
Republicans Open Labor Bureau.
Culls
county and finds that all are In favor
Dry Salt hldea, 8c per lb. leas.
H. L. Fldler, special of a factory of this kind. If the deal
New York.
Dry Flint Pelts.
representative of the Republican na- goes through, pinto beans and chill will
15
Wool pelt
tional committee on labor affairs, has be the products of the factory, as theM
10
pelts
wool
Short
07
arrived here from Chicago to open a are the two surest crops in this section
Butcher shearings
.05
No. 8 murrain ahearinga
New York office of the party's labor of the state.
Bucka, saddles and pieces of pelts .07
bureau.
An election was recently held In San
Oreea Salted Hides, Etc
Jon, N. Méx., for the purpose of voting
10
Cured Hides, 25 lba. up, No. 1
on a bond issue for $35,000 to build a
Tinley Is Head of Rainbow.
Cured Hides, 26 lbs. up, No. 2.... .09
08
,
Bulls, No. 1
new school house in that town. The
A.
Birmingham,
Ala.
07
Col.
Matthew
8
Bulls. No.
08 Tlnley of Council Bluffs, Iowa, com- Issue carried by a large majority and
Glues, hides and skins
2
Kip, No. 1
10
mander of the 168th Iowa regiment In plans are now under way for the erec
Kip. No. 1
2
1
No.
the World war, was elected president tion of the school bouse which If posCalf.
18
Calf, No. t
of the Rainbow Veterans' Association ible will be completed in time for the
1
12
No.
calf.
Kip
and
Branded
11
at Its first reunion here. Cleveland, fall term.
Branded Kip and calf, No. 1
Mrs. Frank Moore of Glendale, AriPart cured hides, 2c per lb. lass Ohio, was selected as the next conventhan cured.
zona, a bride of a few weeks, Is in a
city.
tion
Green hides, 4c per lb. less than
hospital at Phoenix with one leg ampucured.
tated as the result of accidental disGreca Salted Horsehldes.
Railway Union Heads Meet.
charge of a shotgun, while Mr. and
85.00 5.60
No. 1
Chicago. Chiefs of the big railway
4.00 4.60
No. 2
Mrs. Moore were hunting on the desert
Headless, 60c leas.
labor unions are already arriving in
auto2.60 3.60
Ponies and glue
three-daconfer- north of Glendale. Jar of their
Chicago to attend a
gun
ence scheduled to start next Monday mobile engine probably caused the
EASTERN LIVE STOCK.
to discuss the wage award which the to be discharged, they said.
At Chicago.
Jackrabbits have caused considerUnited States railway Labor CommisChicago. Cattle Fat yearlings and sion has indicated it will announce on able damage to crops In Plmn county,
handy weight steers about steady at
Arizona. The following poisoned baits
816.90; heavy corn fed and beat fat July 20.
rasa steers, dull, closed 15 to 26 cents
have been tried out with no success:
fower; top, 816.60 on steers 1,600 lba.
Dried apples, watermelon, alfalfa
Woman Named Major.
upward; bulk all weights, 812.75
16.25; butcher stock, cannera, calvea
baits, treated with
Washington. Miss Julia L Stlmson leaves and
and good stockers, ateady to strong;
good and choice vealers, mainly $13.60 of New York has been appointed by strychnine sulphate. Some of these
14.26.
baits have been very successful in
gheep Lambs, 25 to 50 cents lower; Secretary Baker, as superintendent of some sections of the country and we
sheep, steady to 25 cents lower; top the army nurse corps, with the relalamba, early, $16.60; late, $16.25: bulk
major. She received the are at a loss to account for the disrelambs. $16.00 16.26; choice Western tive rank of
gard which the rabbits have shown for
top
ewes,
$9.00;
native
D. S. M. and the British R. R. C. for
wethers, $10.00;
,
top Western ewes, $7.60 8.76; choice services In the nurse corps during the them there.
young breeding ewes, $10.60.
county
farmers
of AriCruz
Santa
war.
Hogs Top, $15.80: bulk light and
zona, according to County Agent
light butchers, $15.25 16.65; bulk 250
lbs. and over, $18.60015.85; pigs, mostBrown, are organizing for the purpose
Chateau Thierry Dedicated.
ly 25 cents lower; bulk desirable kinds,
of establishing dairy herds at both Elat
Thierry.
The
battlefield
Chateau
IU.00O18.75.
gin and Canille. The cows will probChateau Thierry, where American
troops fell with the French, has been ably be shipped Into the communities
Chicago Grain.
by the presentation of the sometime this month.
consecrated
Chicago. Wheat No. 2 hard. $2.92;
Operation of the San Diego and AriLegion
Honor
of
and the Croix de
No. $ hard, $2.1; No. 4 hard, $2.87.
zona railroad, which wag stopped by
Corn No. 2 mixed, $1.66 1.57; No. I Guerre upon the town of Chateau
Thierry. The decorations were given a landslide in Carrizo Gorge about a
fellow, $1.8601.68.
month ago, has been resumed, accordOats No. 2 white, 87eO1.00; No. t In honor of Hill 204, where the Ameri,
white, 14 98a
ing to word received by Southern Pacans and French under General
Rya $125.
cific officials at Tucson, Arli. The run
Genarmy
the
with
French
of
Barley $1.2201 28.
eral Mangin on the left, launched their from San Diego to Yuma parses
Timothy Seed $10.0012.00.
attack on the second battle of the through parts of Mexico.
Clover Seed $25.00 85.00.
Marne on July 19, 1918.
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Bayonne, N. J. "Before I was married I suffered a ereat deal with periodi
ca i pama, l bad
Eains in my side and

P,,,II

and also headaches, and got ao
weak I could not do
anything.
I took
Lydia E. Pinkham'a

0

Vegetable

Com-

pound and aoon felt
better. Now I am
married and have
two little boys. Before the firat one
came I waa weak
and nervous, coulid not eat and waa
dizzy. After I took the Vegetable Compound I could work and eat Now I
am atroné and recommend your medi- cine tomyfrienda." Ura. Anna Sleva,
25 East 17th Street, Bcyonne, N. J.
Women who recover their health, naturally tell others what helped them.
Some write and allow their namei and
photographs to be published with testimonial. Many more tell their friends.
If you need a medicine for women's
ailments, try that well known and
successful remedy Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound. Writa
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) for anything you need to
know about these troublea,

Sculpture at Home.
A young couple from Virginia visiting the Metropolitan Art museum,
were accompanied by an old familiar
"mammy."
She suggested that she
would remain In the vestibule while
they made a more extended tonr of
the galleries. Finding her seated as
indifferently as they had left her, the
young man asked : "Well, Auntie, how
did you enjoy this wonderful statuary?"
"Dot's whut yon calls 'em, Is It?"
she replied. "Well, honey, I'se washed
an' dressed you, and I'se washed and
dressed your pa before you, so lookln'
at dem ain't no recreation to me."
Milwaukee Journal.

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine!

S'f

k,

y

v

e,

"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin", Is gen
Ine Aspirin proved safe by millions
and prescribed by physicians for over
twenty years. Accept only an unbroken
"Bayer package" which contains proper
directions to relieve Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Colds and Pain. Handy tin boxes of 12
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also
(el! larger "Bayer packages." Aspirin
Is trade mark Bayer Manufacture
of Eallcyllcacld. Aáv.
Job for Mother.
As the motorbus rattled and roared
on its way the small and solemn
youngster stared unflinchingly at the
old gentleman who sat opposite him.
Presently his relentless gaze began
to create a diversion; he winked at
the small boy.
But he felt even more embarrassed
when the youngster turned to his
young and pretty mother, and said, In
shrill, clear tones
"Mamma, wink at that man 1"
LADIES

CAN WEAR

SHOES

One alia smaller and ahoea last longer after
nslng Allen's FootsEue,
the antiseptic
powder for the feet. Shaken Into the ahoea
and sprinkled In the loot-hatAllen's
FootnBuo makes tlrht or new ahoea teal
easy; gives Instant relief to eorna and bunions, prevente Blisters,
Callous and Bore
Spots. It'a the greatest comfort discovery
Sold everywhere.
of the age. Try It y.

Spiritual Spanking.
"Willie," exclaimed the young widow
to her recalcitrant offspring, "if you
don't behave yourself and come in the
house right away I'll get out the oulja
board and have your poor, dear papa
give you a good scolding." American
Legion Weekly.
Massage for Deafness.
Hearing has been restored to more-thaof his accidentally
deafened patients by a French p2rjsl-ciwho massages their ears with?'
two-thir-

an

sound waves.

Sure

Relief
6

Bell-an-s

Hot

im.
tzJlOn

water

Sure Relief
s
INDIGESTION

lej-aw-

Cuticura Soap
SHAVES
Without Mug
Cotlears Seep Is the favorita ferasf etrnenrehavb.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

inaugural Parade in Mexico City
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LINEN IS USED
IN NEW UNDIES
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The start of the Inaugural parade In the capital of Mexico at the Inaugural of President D. Adolfo de la Huerta.
Left to right In the lead are Generals Jacinto Trevlno, Obregon and Benjamin BUI.
.

West Is Magnet
For Immigrants

Mother Found Two Children
Playing With Blacksnake
Missing her two children, Mrs.
George Mead ( of Susquehanna,
Pa., located them In a field nearson was
by. Her
astride a blacksnake more than
three feet In length, and his sister, Gladys, three years old, was
striking the snake on the head
with a switch.
The youngsters were laughing,
and the woman said the snake
seemed to be contented. The
reptile glided away at sight of
d

Majority of Ellis Island Arrivals mean a lack of desire to come to Amer
ica, the Immigration officials say. RathDrawn to Industrial Centers
er it means that European governments are not willing to further deby Higher Wages.
al-

plete the male adult population by
lowing it to emigrate.
The Intending
emigrant Is finding It difficult to get
GO
IRISH
NORTHWEST passports under the new Immigration
TO
laws. Also ship accommodations are
harder to obtain.
Womn and Children Predominate
Before the war from four to five
Work Increased by New Laws Govthousand aliens arrived at this port
erning Aliens Europe Loath
each day, or about 150,000 a month.
Notwithstanding the falling off In ar
to Let Them Go.
rivals, however, Superintendent Baker
said the work probably increased. This
New York. The stream of Immigration flowing through Ellis Island has Is because of the changes In the law.
been noticeably deflected from New Not only do arriving aliens have to
York city to Inland centers during the pass examinations as to moral and
last twelve months, and officials give physical fitness, but they must pass
this as one explanation for the fact a literacy, test and be armed with passthat the city's 1020 census was only ports vised by the American consular
5,621,121 Instead of the 6,100,000 ex- agent nearest their home and Indorsed
by the American authority at the port
pected.
Official statistics regarding the desti- of embarkation.
Under amendments to the law cernation of arriving aliens are sent to
Washington to be tabulated and digest- tain persons are now exempt from the
ed. For this reason destination figures literacy test and all of these must be
for the last twelve months were not detained to prove that they are enavailable. One who most closely titled to exemption. Again, many womwatches alien arrivals Is J. F. Rowe, en and children are coming to relatives
official money changer.
He Is quick here, and these must be detained until
to notice any unusual movement In the such relationship is proved.
flow of Immigration.
To the Manufacturing Centers.
Mr. Rowe asserted that money ex
changed for Immigrants whose destina
tion Is New York city does not amount
to 1 per cent of the amount exchanged
for those giving other parts as their
destination.
"In former years," said Mr. Rowe, No Longer Shy, Veiled Creatures,
"immigrants poured into New York
but Work With Men in
city by the hundreds of thousands.
They are now going to manufacturing
Many Lines.
centers such as Pittsburgh, Detroit
and Akron, Ohio, or to the coal and
Iron mining regions.
"For the most part those arriving SPECIAL SEATS FOR WOMEN
here now were In America before the
war, and are acquainted with the counEnough
try and attracted to sections where the Only the Very Old Men Rash
to Sit Down In the Same Car Seat
best wages are paid. Before the war
With a Turkish Woman-Lea- ders
a majority of the arrivals had only
Educated.
hazy Ideas as to where they were going or what wages they were to re
Constantinople.
Turkish women are
ceive.
"Another interesting fact Is the no longer the shy, veiled creatures
change of location of some of the who passed their time In the seclusion
races. Not so many years ago most of the harem and were never seen by
of the Irish arrivals flowed Into Mas foreign men. They still cling to the
sachusetts or scattered along the North veil. But the streets In Constantinople
Atlantic seaboard. Now they are going and other larger" Turkish cities are
Into Oregon. It is noticeable, too, that filled with women who have their veils
more aliens are going to California thrown back from their faces. They
are highly ornamental and becoming.
than ever before."
In January 24,000 aliens arrived Most Turkish women don't want to
here; February, 22,000; March, 20,000; abandon them in favor of hats. But
April, 36,000; May, 40,000, and In June there are many sorts of veils and the
up to and Including the 10th, 31,000. smart, black s"k veils which some of
Superintendent Baker of Ellis Island the women wear are very fetching
said this immigration was made up when draped artistically over their
mostly of women, children and retura hair.
Car Seats for Women.
Ing reservists. These latter are most
In the railway and street cars there
ly Italians, and the figures for this
month will show that most of those are special seats for women, but the
who left America to fight for Italy flimsy curtains which are supposed to
screen them from the gaze of men are
have returned.
The fact that no great number of usually drawn back and it is not unmale aliens is arriving here does not common to see men' standing In the

the mother.

RAIDS NET FORTUNE IN BOOZE
Worth
$1,000,000,
Gallons,
Seized In New England Since
January 1.'

35,000

Boston. Federal prohibition agents
In New England have seized more
than 35,000 gallons of liquor and alcohol, valued at $1,000,000, In raids con
ducted since January 1, .according to
William J. McCarthy, federal prohibí
tlon enforcement agent for this sec
tion.
In addition, thousands of gallons of
beer containing more than half of 1
per cent alcohol have been confls-

cated.
The liquor
houses
here
Washington.

Is

stored in eight wareawaiting removal to

TURKISH WOMEN
BREAK CUSTOMS

WAR HEROES ROBBED
Conspiracy in the War Risk
surance Bureau Unearthed.

In-

Men Involved Were Handling Claim
of Crippled Soldiers for
Compensation.
A conspiracy of emWashington.
ployees In the war risk Insurance bureau to defraud veterans of compen-

sation due them for disabilities sustained during the war has been unearthed by the United States secret
eervlce, according to announcement by
the treasury department:
Three arrests have been made. The
names of the men arrested were not
made public.
"All those concerned In this outrage will be prosecuted to the limit of
the law," said Secretary of the Treasury Houston, In a statement. Issued
here.

In these crimes
the task of handling
claims of
for compensation.
The method employed, as reported by
the secret service, was substantially
as follows :
A soldier, presenting his claim in person, was advised by one of the conspirators who handled It that he was
entitled to $200 or $300. At the same
time the employee denounced the fact
that the award was so small.
Taking the matter under further
consideration,
he told the claimant
that he thought he would be able to
put through an award for a greater
amount, but that, of course, he would
want to share in the excess payment
The claimant agreeing, a check for
the larger amount was made out The
truth was that the soldier was entitled to the larger amount and to the
full proceeds of the check.
The men involved

were engaged

In

.

compartments for women. Only very
old men, however, are rash enough to
sit down In the same seat with a Turk
Ish woman.
Turkish women seldom
go to a theater where there are men,
Special matinees and evening perform'
ancesare arranged for women only.
The war has done much to break
down the barrier between Turkish men
and women. The women were needed
so badly as nurses and relief workers
that the government had to avail It
self of their services. And now it Is
regarded as quite proper for men and
women to be associated In all sorts of
charitable and educational works,
Consequently many women who were
formerly forced to content themselves
with seclusion In a home where fancy
work and French novels were the only
diversions are devoting their time to

The land Is allngog with sales of
white, which means that the summer
underthings are upon the counters in
great multitude, observes a fashion
writer. Have you ever tried to buy
lingerie during spaces between these
sales of white? And have you met
discourqgemeut because there was so
little choice? Well, the lesson learned
by experiences of this sort Is to wander forth at the white time of year
and to do your buying then, for you
will find the wares of the world presented for your selection.
The materials now are Inferior to
those of some years ago. Now we see
blooming under the $3.98 sign post nn
array that Would have formerly been
relegated to the basement. The deal
ers have announced that they are push
ing domestic underclothes because of
the scarcity of French and Philippine
stocks, and so we see cotton cTjjpes
and muslins of none too dainty a qual
ity and our Imaginations picture the
thickness, of them as we, perforce,
bid goodbye to the thin silk and muslin
surfaces to which our pampered skins
have become accustomed.
Fine Apparel Expensive.
However, once the situation has been
studied, we find that we need not at
once Join the ranks of the wearers of
heavy muslin underwear unless we be
so Inclined. There are ways to dodge
around these counters of thicknesses
and paths that lead to more attractive
displays, though the result brings ever
the inevitable conclusion that much
money Is needed for a respectable look
ing wardrobe.
The chiffon and silk lingerie is more
daintily made than ever before and
more originally conceived. But It looks
as though the fine French underwear
made of dainty nainsook or handker
chief linen were wedging its way to

have not diminished In beauty nor In
quantity, and In spite of the fact that
we hear how scarce these materials
have become there seems to be every
evidence of plenty of silken underclothes for those who can afford them,
A new set of chiffon underwear wa
trimmed with satin bindings of narrow ribbon pinched over the edges and
many streamers of the same color ol
ribbon (the sets were made In many
colors) streaming from the places
where the ribbon was used to tie the
garments into place.
Absence of Buttons.
There seems to be a welcome ab
sence of buttons on all of the newel
underwear. More and more the de
signs appear with rubber bands and
loosely tied ribbons to hold them In

the foremost ranks. During the war
we were deprived of this type of un
dergarment, but It Is, after all, the
most attractive sort of lingerie ana,
slowly but surely, It Is marching to
leadership. More importations are be
ing made every day. One buyer of
French lingerie made the statement
that the French were repeating their
former achievements and that they had
no thought for anything new. Well,
if the pure delicacy and charm cannot
be improved upon, then we are thank'
ful enough for the things as they ex

ist!

.

Among the many bridal trousseaus
that have been purchased during the
last five months, muslin undergarments
have held the vote of popularity. Silk
things there have been, of course (they
are too beautiful to be Ignored), but
the thin muslin and linen things Intricately "handmade have received new
attention, so the dealers in these things
say.
Lace In the Limelight
Lace Is 'being used more and more
conspicuously for underclothes. You
will say that this has been done since
the beginning of things, but this new
lace Is of wide bands and Is used In
great abundance. One sees the finer
sorts of handmade laces Inserted In
medallions on the new undergarments.
There are lace panels for chemises
lace edgings, five, six and seven inches
'
In depth, put on in slightly ruffled

hospitals, orphanages and other phll
anthroplc Institutions.
Educated Women Leaders.
Women

who have

been

educated

abroad or In the foreign schools in
Turkey are the leaders In this movement for greater freedom for their
sex. Their broad experience In war
work has Interested many women In
politics, and they have openly played
a great part In the nationalist movement. In the Constantinople American
Woman's college the Turkish girls
take great Interest in basketball and
otlier athletic games, and the effect
upon women who have come under for
elgn Influence Is making the old life
of seclusion and Inactivity unattractlve to younger Turkish women.
CHEROKEE

BILL'S
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Fought With Bow and Arrow Against
Brttish In 1812 Enlisted
at Fifteen.
d
Handkerchief Linen
Chemise In Pals Violet Embroidered
In Pink and Blue.

Accordion-Plaite-

Grand Junction, Col. Cherokee
Bill, veteran of the plains and sol
dier in the war of 1812, has just cele
brated his one hundred and twenty
third birthday at the county home
here.
Cherokee Bill is the only name he
knows. In the early days he fought
with bow and arrow with the aborig
ines and even used that primitive
weapon, he says, when he fought the
British In 1812. He enlisted In the
army when he was fifteen years old.
He was born June 6, 1797, and was
twice listed in the United States
census as the oldest native of Amerlca.

The aged Indian recently made
cap for himself out of the down ot
cattails, and wears this proudly when
he hobbles along the streets with the
aid of a cane he has owned since th
The cottage Is a palace to the poor. Civil war.

j real lace tops for camisoles
and chemises; lace sleeves and yokes
for night dresses; lace In every con

Bouncings

ceivable

usage.

In fact the newer night dresses are
so elaborately done and so bedecked
with wide and expansive trimmings of
lace that one can scarcely distinguish
them from the prevalent negligees,
There are linen night' frocks trimmed
with Irish lace and laces of other expensive and real varieties. One had
a yoke and sleeves of Chanttlly with
wide band to make the hem of the
garment It was as beautiful as any
thing which has ever been shown In
the way of lingerie and surely marks
a return to the lingerie that was done
!n the trousseaus of our grandmothers.
The silk and chiffon nlghtclothes

BRACE UP!

Tlia m.n nr woman with weak kid
neys if half crippled. A lame, stiff
back, with its contitant, dull ache and
harp, shooting twinges, makei the
simplest task s burden. Headaches,
dizzy spells, urinary disorders and an
"all worn out" feeling are daily sources
Don't neglect kidney
of distress.
weakness and risk gravel, dropsy or

Kidney Pill today. They

have helped

people the worm over.

A New Mexico Case

W. T. Murray.
Main fct, Carlsbad.
.ew Mexico, says:
"T Ae ntt Ifnfiw fit
anything so good (or
a weak and achingback and other kidney troubles as
Doan's Kidney Fills.
About two years RRO
my k 1 d n y a were
giving me no end of
annoyance ana my
back ached contlnu- Mr

ullv.

HiiAc-k- a

aaemed

to float In front of
my eyes and I got

t
,v

w

1

ftniuuj
ferent remedies failed to help me, but
xui
ll was amereni wun uoun
remedy soon cured me."
f.má ñiui,'. - An ftlnr--- SOe Bm
ui.-- j,

li-

DOAN'SV
FOSTER - MILBURN

CO,

BUFFALO,

n.

T.

MAN'S
BEST AGE
A man is as old as his organs ; ha

ran ha as vieorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if be aids his organs in
performipg their functions. Keep
your vital organs healthy with

GOLD MEDAL
V

'üir!!

d'l

4L,

The world's standard remedy for kidney.
tWer, bladder and arte add trouble
inca 1696; correct disorders! stimulates
vital organs. AU druggists, tnree w
Dm aaaM CoM Mtel M snty SNSJ

.

Faith.

New Negligee With Marabou Trimming
and Embroidered Stitches in Wool,

their proper positions. The easier they
are to wear the less will we resent
the cost
Tailored underwear has come Into
favor recently, and there Is, In consequence, much of that variety of un
derwear to be seen. There Is much
to be said In its favor, for there are
many women who, In the dally course
of their Uves, cannot stop to fuss with
ribbons and laces and rosebuds. Still
they cling to that tendency which is
their right the love of dainty, soft
and luxurious underwear. It Is there
that the tailored silk underwear comes

Amos J. CumminES and Ernest Jar-rold were once In a pilot boat during a
great storm. The former lay on a
hunk, lnrentlv reading. The boat gave
a fearful lurch and careened until It
seemed that she must turn completely over.
'This Is awful, Amos!" said Jar-rold. "I'm eolnu to put on a life pre
server, for the boat cannot stand it
many minutes longer!"
"Oh. keeD auiet and let me read.
Mickey!" said Cummings, never lifting his eyes. "The men on this boat
draw a regular salary to keep her
afloat." Saturday Evening Post.
SAY 'DIAMOND DYES"
Don't streak or ruin your material In si
poor dye. Insist on "Diamond Dye-- V
Easy directions In package.

Into Its own.
Following the pattern of the single
piece men's underwear there have been
some things like this designed for
women's wear and they have won a
real response. They are made of fine
qualities of silks and wash satins in
No Pain I
white or in flesh color and they have Lift Off Corns!
benever a flower nor a furbelow to
deck them. Then there are bloomers.
which have proved beyond doubt the
strength of their hold upon the femi
nine masses. They are useful for wear
with tight skirts, which, to look their
best demand that petticoats be thrown
into the discard. The bloomer has
come to stay and, in silk, it Is an In
dispensable part of the wardrobe of
the modern woman.
The colors of the new underthings
become more and more varied. The
tradition of white for purposes of this
sort has almost vanished. Now, any
pastel shade Is used and the more un
usual It is the better, we nave seen
the outer effects of black and red and
orange underclothes and marvelled at
Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
them. but. nevertheless, we have set "Freezone" on an aching corn, Instantly
tied back Into a casual acceptance of that corn stops hurting, then shortly
colored underwear as an everyday pos you lift '.t right off with fingers. Truly I
slbllity. In chiffon and In crepe de
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of
chine and satin the colors vary through "Freezone" for a few cents, sufficient to
all tones and shades, and even In the remove every hard corn, soft corn, or
cotton materials there Is seen every corn between the toes, and the calluses,
variety of tone.
without soreness or Irritation.
On the tinted underclothes there Is
Fortune In Apricot Stones.
much use of embroidery in silk threads.
In mercerized
More than $1.250,000 is made every
In woolen threads,
stitches and even In colored cotton em vear from apricot stones In California.
broidery stltchlngs. It Is considered
Nearly 7.000 tons of stones are ob
much better to form an edge by a but tained from the fruit, and from these
tonholing of some contrasting shade the chemist extracts two oils, one
than to resort to the old method of known as bitter oil of almonds, the
Just making a hem. Then there are other as new substitute for olive olL
the long woolen stitches, which show A ton of stones produces materials
to their best advantage on the thin worth almost $200.
chiffon things.
Cutlcura Soothes Itching Scalp
From underwear to negligee is but
a slip, and It does seem as though we On retiring gently rub spots of dan
druff and itching with Cutlcura Ointare paying more attention to the graceful and becoming robes d'Interieur ment. Next morning shampoo with
Make
which so long have been a necessary Cutlcura Soap and hot water.
your
preparations
every-da- y
them
toilet
woof
French
a
wardrobe
part of the
white
man. Never before have we shown and have a clear skin and soft
hands. Adv.
such a concentrated interest In the
gowas which are for private appear
Exasperating.
ance only.
Mrs. Subbub Men are so aggravatThe lines of the new negllgeea are ing.
simple enough, but the trimmings grow
Mrs.- Dosay What Is the mattet
more gorgeous as one season melts in
now?
to another. On the newest ones there
"My husband saw Lady Dashlelgn
are layers of chiffon so constructed yesterday, and I asked him what she
floating
only
like
thot the things look
had on, and ho replied, Oh, clothes I "
clouds. Every trick and scheme la reAnswers, London.
sorted to that the garment may be
lavishly,
is
Lace
used
lightness Itself.
Shadows of the family tree acconnl
Sometimes It constitutes the overdress for a good many shady reputations.
and then again It Is used for the foundation slip so that enly a suggestion
of its loveliness shines through the
overlaying chiffon. Silk lace trims the
edges of other chiffon negligees, being
carried around the long lines of the
outer edges and giving the effect of
something not quite tangible In Its
eluslveness.
Maria
"
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Report of the Condition
of the

US

Church Directory

Citizens State Bank
No 55,

Y. P.

Mills, New Mexico,

At the close of business, on

Another Car of

June 30th,

109.33

2.050.00

-

)(

Furniture and Fixtures, 1,504.26
Due from Reserve

Hoosier Drills, Kentucky
Drills, Corn Binders,
Tandem-Dis- c
Harrows,
Mowers. Wagons etc.

Banks, 17,562.22
Net amounts, due from
Banks and Bankers, 728,34
Outside checks and
other cash items, 2,599,50
Fractional currency,
nickels and cents, C60.09
3,259.59
Coin and currency,
3,474.50
TOTAL,

Dividends unpaid,

CHRISTIAN

ROY

Vice Pres.
C. A. SMITH,
E. C. SMITH, Cashier.

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at
00 a. m. 8PM.

It

O. W.

BAPTIST

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

COLOR AND DESCRIPTION
Black, large star in face, trace of strip,
left hind pastern, white.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL

Services at Roy 3d Sunday of
each month,
Christian Church.
Rev. Wm. Vimont, Pastor.

PEDIGREE
Foaled May 4, 1911, bred by M. Hubert,
Dept. of Orne, owned by A. B. Holbert, Greeley,
Iowa.
.
(G5250) by Valentin,
Sire
Fier-a-Bra-

s,

-

JOSE DOLORES MEDINA

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

Owner and Keeper.

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

Correct attest,C.A, Smith.

4

,

Rev. Fr.

E C, Smith,

Directors,

'

The Father's House, Roy, N.M.

LODGE DIRECTORY

Phaibe Russel Smith,

Notary Public.

My Commission

expires Mar.

'

"
..

i'

A. F. & A. M.

'

19, 1924"

ACACIA LODGE NO.
'

,

Socrates on Government.
Socrates used to say that, although
no man undertakes a trade he has not
learned, even the meanest, yet every
one thinks himself suflkiently qualified for the hnrdest of all trades, that
of government. Bolingroke.

Felix Vachon,

Priest in charge,

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 21st day of July, 1920.

.

Fearn. Pastor.

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

cord number is 101778.

)
)

We, C. A. Smith, Vice President and
E. C. Smith.
Cashier, of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that
the above statement is true to the best
of our knowledge and bplief.

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
:
4 th Sunday of each monthat
11.00 a. m. and 8.0U p. m.
Communion service at the morn-in- g
service.

111.

WE HEREBY CERTIFY:
That the Percheron Stallion, LEOPOLD,
(99421) Imported, Sept. 1913 by Maasdam &
Wheeler, Fairfield, Iowa, is recorded by the
Percheron Society of America, and that his re-

Certificates of deposit, 14, 842, 81
$154,028-1- 8
TOTAL,

Signed,

at the Christian Church.

CERTIFICATE OF PEDIGREE

Time Deposits,

State of New Mexico
County of Mora

?

Your presence is necessary,
J. D. Wade, Supt.

Percheron Society of America, Chicago,

2,500,00

Individual deposits,
subject to check, 99,915.17
Total demand deposits,
99,915.17

n

,

and will keep him for service at my ran
ch, 3 miles Northwest of Mills, N. M.
Season of 1920.
TERMS: $11.00 to insure twin
g Foal, $t00 groom fee at time of service, balance within 30 days after colt i
s foaled. Usual restrictions. See bills.

Demand deposits,

A Profitable Place to Trade.

:

154.028.18

Less current expenses, Int. and taxes, 3,287.71
1,770.20

,

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL.
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

LEOPOLDO

Capital Stock, paid up$25, 000.00
10,000.00
Surplus fund,
Undivided profits, 5,057.91

Roy Trading Co.

.

have purchased the Mills Company Stallion

LIABILITIES

Get Our Prices Before Buying.

Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7.00 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all, visitors.

D4

Loans and Discounts, $125,339.44

Overdrafts,
U. S. Bonds, owned,

President,

Mee ta at the Christian Chursh,

1920.

RESOURCES

JFARM IMPLEMENTS

C. E.

&

Misa. LAS KA GRAY
Mr. Rual Wade Sec'y.

:

-
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Meets 2na and 4th Satur- -

é

,

'

To Housewives
DID

T. E,

mm

iOU ever stop
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9

1.10. O. F.

,

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at Masonic Hall.
Every Wednesday Evenin g
George M, Lewis, N. G.
Tom Strong, Sec.y.
Visiting Brothers welcome.
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The Ideal Bakery & Confectionery Company
"Bread is your best food
Foster Blk

i

.

,

,

s

Eat more of it. "
ROY

r
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Daughter" contains

a

thrilling

ac-

e
count of a scene In n German
when nn English widow, poisoned and supposed to he dead, sits
tp, and confronts her enemies.
dead-hous-
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Tinted Literature.
"Tour narrative Is too highly col- ored," remarked the editor, returning
the bulky manuscript. "In what way?"
Inquired
the disappointed author.
"Why." replied the editor, "In the very
first chapter yon make the old man turn
purple with ruge, the villain green
with envy, tne hero turn white with
nnger, the heroine luru red with confusion and tl.e pnnclnnnn turn blue
with the cold."
TIt-1'.ü-

,

In his essay on Nature
says: "At the gates of The forest the
surprised man of the world Is forced
to leave his city estimates of great
and small, wise and foolish. The
knapsack of custom falls off his back
with the first step he makes Into
these precincts. Here Is sanctity
which shames our legions and reality
which discredits our heroes."

Emerson

Col. George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

Petty Coat
This was the former spelling OÍ
petticoat, which meant the little or
short coat worn In other days by
men. Henry V. had a "petty coat"
of red damask with open sleaves. Afterward the fashion, with skirt varia-

Farm Sales a specialty,
Experienced
'
Proficient,
I know the value of farm
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desire-Reasonable terms. Am a notary and t
take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies
... .
Qno
.
n
Jnfin
nrA auu nr Cb
liJVí
illjf LCI Uj) ttUU UÜIC?
oeiore aeciuing about your sale. Dates made
at the
office.
f'J
Col.
George
N.
E.
M.
Mills,
Cochrane,
J
1
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KJt-

tions, was Imitated by women, who
copied; the gown, rolie, frock, and
II worn in the
blouse, which were
first plnce by men.
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Light Acts on Door Bell.
married couple, who are
both deaf and are trylns housekeeping without a servant '"ive devised
nti Ingenious substitute for n doorbell. When a culler presses the electric button all the lights In tlio house

''

,

Spanish-America-

Degree

Nature's Supremacy.

i

Feared Burial Alive.
Hans Andersen-- , and Harriet Mar
tlnemi left specific Instructions that
they should not tie hurled until everything had been done to make sure
that they were lifeless. So Vlld WIN
kie Collins, whose novel "Jezebel's

'

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
Masonic Hall
Mrs. Rachel Lewis, N. G.
Mrs. M. Etta Plumlee, Sec'y.
Visiting Sisters welcome

How Bridal Veil Originated.
The bridal veil Is said to hove originated in the ancient custom of
performing
the marriage ceremony
under a square piece of cloth, held
over the bridal couple to conceal the
blushes of the bride.
At the marriage of a widow It was not used.

ti

W.M

All Masons welcome.

HICH DO you want to do? Have all the worries of
and troubles that you have on bake day, besides
the cost or just step into our bakery and buy all
you need, Which is the most economical?
During these
times of high prices we should practice economy in baking
and we are. Let us relieve you of these troubles.

Nature's Wise Supervilon.
The part Important played by the
weather ns n means of preventing the
too rapid development of the plant life
of the world can be realized only when
we consider the vast number of seeds
produced. If conditions of the atmosphere favored a more even temperature all over the earth, ns was probably the condition In the early history
of the planet, there would he fewer
Varieties of plant life, bemuse the
Wore rapidly pniduelns plants would
crowd rmt 'tic othiK

MITCHELL.

Ikvin Ogden, Secy.

to figure the cost of baking bread at
No, you always takened it for granted that it
is cheaper to bake bread at home, BU'l, you are mis.
taked, figures will prove that the cost alone will exceed the
price of our bread, besides the drudgrcy, worry, staying
in a hot house during this hot weather.

Youth' Irreverence.
One evening mother wanted us children to go to lenton services with her.
One of our favorite movie actresses
vas on the screen that night and
brother wanted to see her. Mother
Wouldn't let htm and made Mm go
to church Instead.
He Inst his patience and said, "Gosh, I wish they
would stick the sign out. .'No children allowed.'" Exchange.
I
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A newly

flash up, and
known.

his presence

is made

